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ABSTRACT 

While American Girl markets itself as a brand that teaches girls about our nation’s history 

and empowers girls to “stand tall, reach high, and dream big,” this dissertation, “Mis(s) 

Education: Narrative Construction and Closure in American Girl” challenges this widely held 

belief. The American Girl Historical Character Series (hereafter AGHC series) is a textual site 

that writes a history that relies more on national myths of freedom, independence, and the pursuit 

of the American Dream through struggle. To dig deeper into this book series, I analyze how 

intersections of power in particular, nation, gender, race, and consumerism are constructed 

within the pages of the AGHC series. I assert that these books create a narrative construction and 

closure within the series. In place of a dialogic history that allows the reader to question 

historical and/or contemporary issues of power, a dominant narrative of history-one that relies on 

national myths prevails. While AG prides itself as a brand that first and foremost celebrates and 

empowers girls to become their very best, the historical series also imposes traditional gender 

roles for girls. It is this “rhetoric of empowerment” that this dissertation uncovers. Such an 

imagined empowerment is infused with ambivalence. AGHC series readers are also constructed 

as consumers who are being taught to celebrate consumerism and the Almighty Dollar. 
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INTRODUCTION: TAKING CHILDREN’S SERIES LITERATURE SERIOUSLY  

While working in the Children’s Room in a small public library, I could not help but 

notice the tattered covers on an array of American Girl books (hereafter AG). I was already 

familiar with AG; however, I did not realize their books were so avidly read. The first three 

historical character dolls and their corresponding six-book series were introduced by mail-order 

catalogue in 1986 to entice tween consumers (9-12 year olds). Three years later, I was a student 

at Well College, which also happens to be where Pleasant Rowland, AG’s founder of Pleasant 

Company graduated. While my friends and I were not the traditional market audience for these 

books and dolls, we were fascinated by Rowland and her entrepreneurial spirit. I was first 

introduced to AG through my college roommate who had received as a birthday gift from her 

mother, Happy Birthday, Kirsten. Kirsten Larson is the Swedish immigrant who migrates with 

her family to the mid-nineteenth century Minnesota Territory. She is one of the first of three 

historical character dolls in the series. I should mention that my friend’s name is Kirsten and like 

the historical character doll, she is of Swedish descent. As young undergraduate students, we 

were naïve and hopeful that we could experience the same success as Rowland. She was an 

inspiration for us at Wells College, a small private women’s college that encouraged young 

women to live to their highest potential.  

 In 1993, the year after I graduated from Wells College, Rowland began introducing racial 

diversity amongst her dolls and books. Until this point, all three dolls/book series represented a 

White experience in the United States. Addy Walker, representative of an African American 

female experience, was the first girl of color to be included with World War II Molly McIntire, 

Victorian Samantha Parkington, and Kirsten Larson, the three original historical character dolls 

in the American Historical Character Series (hereafter AGHC). Addy Walker’s series takes place 
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against the backdrop of the Civil War wherein she plays a pivotal role in bringing her divided 

family back together, a division that symbolically represents a divided nation. That she brings 

them back together, specifically through her literacy skills, not only represents a divided nation 

that has come back together, but also her empowered role in the narrative. Her voice (through her 

letters and her reading of the Emancipation Proclamation) serves in the narrative as a rhetoric of 

empowerment. In other words, Addy is being written as a girl of color with a voice and thereby 

access to citizenship into the American Girl enterprise, an enterprise that reflects the U.S. nation 

and its capitalist political economy.  

 When Josefina Montoya, whom AG describes as “a Hispanic girl whose hopes are as big 

as the New Mexico sky,” was introduced into the AGHC series, I was thrilled. I have always 

been an avid reader of children’s literature. In fact, some of my favorite books, still to this day 

are Louisa May Alcott’s Little Women and Frances Hodgson Burnett’s Secret Garden. Yet, there 

is nothing about Alcott’s New England community nor Burnett’s English Moors that spoke to 

my own lived experience as a Chicana, growing up in the Texas Gulf Coast in the 1970s. While 

both books celebrate a female experience, Alcott’s “little women” are educated, artistic, and 

independently-minded reflecting Alcott’s own social milieu as the daughter of Bronson Alcott, a 

Transcendentalist and itinerant teacher who believed in education for girls, and Burnett’s 

heroine, Mary Lennox begins as a sickly contrary girl, but ends as a strong healthy girl who 

facilitates her own healing as well as those around her. These canonical works of children’s 

literature, more than anything, highlight an Anglo feminine tradition wherein girls cultivate 

themselves and their domestic space. Whereas, a Chican@ tradition of children’s literature like 

Sandra Cisneros’s House on Mango Street was not available until 1984 when I was fourteen, 

which at the time, I thought I was beyond the age of children’s literature. And Pam Munoz 
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Ryan’s Esperanza Rising, a historical novel that tells the story of dispossessed californios was 

not published until 2000. These two literary texts are excellent examples of a canon of Chican@ 

children’s literature, one that I would have enjoyed growing up with.  

In spite of this canon, there is still an over dominance of Anglo girls in children’s 

literature. AG, by publishing a series about a nineteenth century girl of color, this time one in 

which I could identify with, it seemed as if Josefina’s series was AG’s way of correcting the over 

dominance of Anglo girls and their experiences in children’s literature. Her series of books 

described a New Mexican cultural heritage that felt closer to home than Alcott’s New England 

community and Burnett’s English Moors. At the same time, the Josefina doll with her brown 

face, black hair, and dark-brown eyes was the very doll that I always wanted.  

 My personal experience as a woman of color and as a reader of children’s literature leads 

me to interrogate the political implications of not only Josefina’s representation and inclusion 

into the AG community but also the representation of the historical characters as a whole. How 

are these girls being constructed through gendered identities? Racial identities? Ultimately, how 

are they being imagined into the American Girl community, a capitalist enterprise that reflects 

the U.S. nation’s colonialist history and capitalist political economy? What are the implications 

for young readers as they imagine themselves as U.S. citizens? To uncover the intersections 

between a gendered, racial, and national identity in the AGHC series, one must first engage what 

I call the rhetoric of empowerment that these books convey. These books, through the character’s 

lived experiences at different points in U.S. history, narrate a positivist history—one that relies 

on U.S. exceptionalism. These books simultaneously take a “backward glance” (to borrow a term 

from Edith Wharton) at history only to contemplate a U.S. futurity. The back book covers state it 

best, “AG celebrates a girl’s inner star-that little whisper inside that encourages her to stand tall, 
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reach high, and dream big. We take pride and care in helping girls become their very best today, 

so they’ll grow up to be the women who make a difference tomorrow.” This message, or a 

variation of it, is printed on all of the back covers of the AGHC series. While the theme of 

celebrating and encouraging girls is the most explicit way in which the rhetoric of empowerment 

is expressed, the more implicit message that I also want to engage is the one of futurity. The idea 

that we are supporting girls now to be the best that they can be tomorrow creates a dichotomy 

between the present and future as well as the past and future. The series also create this 

dichotomy. For example, it looks back to a past wherein there was hardship; however, the girls 

overcome challenges and facilitate the betterment of the nation through their civic activities and 

their ability to speak up in crucial moments in history. The books also point to a future nation 

wherein all of its citizens celebrate a great nation. A young reader of these series of books is 

positioned as someone who has benefitted from these active girls of history. It is as if she (young 

reader) is standing on the shoulders of her elder (historical character) who has paved the way for 

her (young reader) bright future in a great nation. This rhetoric of empowerment through girls 

standing up for what they believe and the positivist history are common threads in the series. For 

example, Felicity speaks up against British army warring against the colonies, Addy writes 

letters to Aid Societies and the Freedman’s Bureau to find her brother and father who had been 

sold to a different plantation, Depression-Era Kit writes an article that is published in her local 

newspaper making her community aware of child homelessness, Victorian Samantha speaks in a 

public forum against child labor, while 1970s Julie, an environmentalist speaks in a community 

event about the importance of saving the eagle, the national symbol of the United States. 

Ultimately, these historical characters are being represented as girls who have an active role in 

the nation. In children’s literary history, this is a pivotal move. By inserting active girls into 
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children’s literature, AG is writing against the eighteenth and nineteenth-century tradition of 

representing female characters as passive good girls (see Deborah O’Keefe’s Good Girl 

Message). AG historical characters are independent-minded girls who take an active role in their 

own life as well as in the U.S. nation. They fulfill their civic duties through their strong voices as 

well as their literacy skills. Yet, the rhetoric of empowerment is a double-edged sword that 

neglects, better yet, erases the intersections of gender and race in the U.S. nation. On the one 

hand, the rhetoric of empowerment is a positive aspect of these books. Girls are being 

constructed as agents in their lives and in their communities, which is a stand in for the nation at 

large. On the other hand, the rhetoric of empowerment marks an emptiness, or even a promise 

that is never fulfilled. Another way of putting it is the rhetoric of empowerment erases racial and 

gender politics and the ways in which certain citizens have unequal access to the nation’s 

opportunities so much so that these same citizens are voiceless in a nation that imagines itself as 

one wherein all citizens and their votes matter. As a cultural studies critic analyzing this cultural 

phenomenon through the literary texts that AG publishes, I argue that AG is marked by this 

ambivalence that can be seen through the rhetoric of empowerment. Are girls active agents in the 

nation? Or, are the books constructing them as mothers and caretakers? Are girls of color 

represented with equal access to the nation? Or, are they represented as an ethnic stereotype. 

These questions point to the ambivalence that is constructed within the AGHC narratives.  

It is because AG has become a very popular consumerist product that I believe an 

assessment of AG is dire. AG is selling to its consumers not only dolls, books, clothing, and 

social activities at the AG’s experiential store, but it is also selling a U.S. colonialist and 

capitalist ideology. However innocent these dolls and their books may seem, to use historian 

Laura Ann Stoler’s term, these “tender ties” participate in a more intimate form of colonialism; 
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for example, AG’s pairing of girls with dolls and the implication that holds and its unreflective 

celebration of difference ignores the intersections of gender and race that creates different kinds 

of inequalities within the U.S. nation. That these books are laden with a consumerist message 

highlighting the necessity of owning dolls, “so that I am loved and understood,” as Samantha 

feels, is another way the series undermines its rhetoric of empowerment. Better put, girls are 

being empowered to enact their citizenship through their parent’s wallets. 

On December 31, 2014, AG’s CEO was featured on ABC’s “Good Morning America” to 

present AG’s 2015 Girl of the Year doll. Each year, AG creates a new “girl of the year” doll with 

two accompanying books to tell her story. In the morning show segment, Jean McKenzie, CEO 

of AG introduced the new doll and her books to the ABC reporter and tween girls dressed in 

aprons. The new doll and fictional character, Grace Thomas is an aspiring baker and 

entrepreneur who gets ideas for baking from her travels in France. It is after her trip that she 

decides that she wants to turn her passion into a business. Because of this storyline, AG is 

encouraging girls to have bake sales through a yearlong fundraising initiative called For 

Goodness Sake, Bake! According to McKenzie, AG has already donated $50,000 to the No Kid 

Hungry campaign. In turn, they are encouraging girls to host charity bake sales in their own 

communities so that can contribute money to the larger campaign. In response to McKenzie, 

ABC’s female reporter who is impressed with AG’s initiative, “For Goodness Sake, Bake!” 

states that she buys AG dolls for her daughters because she loves how the dolls and books teach 

them about history. It is the theme of teaching history, specifically an innocent U.S. history and 

the way in which it is sold to and consumed by young consumers that is at the crux of this 

project. 
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Locating American Girl  

After a fruitless search for Christmas presents for her nieces, Pleasant Rowland, a former 

teacher and school textbook author, conceived of a new line of dolls and books that would appeal 

to young girls. From a business standpoint, her idea was an innovative one. She was marketing 

her product to tween girls, girls between the age of seven and twelve years old. Prior to 

Rowland’s AG, this group was considered an underserved sector of the market. Rowland herself 

was unsatisfied with Barbie dolls. She felt like they seemed too grown-up with their scanty 

dresses. On the other hand, she disliked Cabbage Patch dolls because they seemed too babyish 

for this age group. She meant for her dolls and books to stand as an alternative to both of these 

products. Rowland believed that they would bring history alive and offer something substantive 

to young girls.  

In the October 1, 2002 issue of Fortune Small Business, Rowland recounts the birth of 

her company, Pleasant Company. In fact, she was inspired by her trip to colonial Williamsburg. 

She reminisces,  

I loved sitting in the pew where George Washington went to church and standing 

where Patrick Henry orated. I loved the costumes, the homes, the accessories of 

everyday life-all of it completely engaged me. I remember sitting on the bench in 

the shade, reflecting on what a poor job schools do of teaching history, and how 

sad it was that more kids couldn’t visit this fabulous classroom of living history. 

Was there some way I could bring history alive for them, the way Williamsburg 

had for me? (Rowland and Sloane 70) 

That Rowland’s impetus for AG was her ardent desire to make the teaching of history accessible 

to tween girls is evident in her AGHC dolls and the books which are meant to bring the dolls’ 
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stories alive. There is no denying that the historical character dolls are meant to teach history 

considering each doll represents a specific moment in history. Kaya is a Nez Perce girl during 

the eighteenth century, Felicity Merriman represents the Revolutionary period, Kirsten Larson 

represents a Swedish immigrant experience in the mid-nineteenth century U.S. frontier, Josefina 

Montoya is considered Hispanic and represents New Mexico before U.S. colonization, Addy 

Walker is a slave at the outset of the Civil War period, but is freed by the end of the series, 

Marie-Grace and Cecile live during the mid-nineteenth century in New Orleans, Samantha 

Parkington lives during the Victorian period, Kitt Kittredge lives during the Depression Era, 

Molly McIntire lives during World War II, and Julie Albright lives in 1970s San Francisco. Each 

of these dolls is accompanied by a series of six books that tells her story. There is no denying 

that these books have many positive aspects. The protagonists (historical character doll) are 

represented as active girls who stand up for what they believe. Very often, they argue for social 

justice. Samantha, for example, speaks against child labor and the negative repercussions of 

technological advancement. At her school assembly, she argues against technology as she has 

discovered that it is harmful to the child laborers who get their fingers caught in sewing 

machines. Aspiring newspaper reporter, Kitt is another historical character who fights for social 

justice in her series of books. Written during the Depression Era, Kitt confronts issues of 

homelessness. She is shocked when she discovers that the Depression has also left children 

homeless. She writes about their plight in her local newspaper and makes a plea for them. She 

asks her community to help homeless children by donating coats and shoes. The series makes it 

clear that she not only believes in social justice but that she is also on her way to becoming a 

successful reporter.  
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It is very clear that AG with its American Girl Historical Character series (hereafter 

AGHC) is writing against the eighteenth and nineteenth century tradition of representing girls as 

passive virtuous girls. Children’s literary critic Deborah O’Keefe in Good Girl Messages: How 

Young Women Were Misled by Their Favorite Books writes that girls up to the twentieth century 

were encouraged to be weak, submissive, and even fearful. Some fictional girls were represented 

as passive and immobile, while others were invalids and their books, very often, ended in their 

death. AG is certainly inserting a new kind of heroine into children’s literary history. One who is 

active, compassionate, and resourceful.  

 In spite of it positive aspects, the AGHC series, like much series literature, is not taken 

seriously by children’s literary scholars. The majority of the articles on AG are not written by 

children’s literary scholars. In fact, it is scholars who are not bound by the canon who have 

critically assessed the AG project. Informative and engaging critiques can be found in the fields 

of U.S. history, Chican@ Studies, communications, drama and theatre, elementary literacy 

studies, social psychology, and women’s studies. To assess their contributions, I have organized 

these articles into three different categories. In the first category, “construction of identity” 

scholars take a critical stance on how AG’s dolls, books, and accessories construct an identity for 

girls. An identity that they believe is steeped in traditional roles for girls. Such scholars as 

Sherrie A. Inness, Monica Chiu, Carolina Acosta-Alzuru, Elizabeth P. Lester Roushanzamir, 

Peggy J. Kreshel, and Jennifer Rudolph Domino explore how AG constructs ethnicity, race, 

gender, nationhood, as well as class. These scholars look to AG products as a whole. Some like 

Acosta-Alzuru and Roushanzamir look to several years of AG’s mail-order catalogues. While all 

of these scholars offer unique contributions to AG scholarship, the latter article stands out in its 

belief that AG is a company that constructs traditional notions of beauty for its consumers. 
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Ultimately, all of these scholars are concerned with the identity that AG is forwarding—one they 

believe may have implications for young consumers. In the second category, “representation of 

history,” historians and drama and theatre scholars like Daniel Hade, Fred Nielsen, and Maurya 

Wickstrom are concerned with how history is being represented and/or performed through the 

dolls, books, accessories, as well as within the bricks and mortar, American Girl Place. Historian 

Daniel Hade addresses AG’s consumerist motivations. He argues that AG is connecting 

consumers to consumption rather than to an authentic history. Wickstrom focuses her analysis on 

the now defunct theatre performance that was housed at AG Place in Chicago. She believes that 

more than anything AG is forwarding conservative politics akin to the Bush administration. In 

the last category, “commodification of children’s literature,” such scholars as Jan Susina, Diane 

Sekeres, and John F. Sherry, Jr. are concerned with how the field of children’s literature is being 

driven by publishing houses and the market economy. In fact, Sekeres, a scholar in the field of 

elementary literacy studies, argues that “branded fiction” like AG’s literary narratives are 

contributing to a new kind of literacy—one that “happens outside the hierarchical bookspace” 

(412). She convincingly argues, “AG products are all designed to support and extend the lifestyle 

choices promoted through the dolls’ stories” (412). Ultimately, the majority of this scholarship 

addresses how AG through its many products is constructing what they see as a politically 

conservative identity for young girls. Some scholars argue that the AG dolls promote an identity 

that is based on an American-centric notion of the world that privileges and produces Whiteness 

in spite of AG’s inclusion of multicultural dolls. They also claim that AG produces a traditional 

gendered identity for young girls. An identity that is based on traditional concepts of beauty and 

the roles in which girls are to have in their families and communities. They find that in spite of 

AG’s pro-girl message, more often than not, girls are represented as caregivers.  
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It is within this context that my project on AG arises. While I find these critiques 

informative, especially the ones that are preoccupied with how AG constructs an identity for 

girls, I also find that these scholars do not attend to the AGHC series, specifically. Rather than 

taking the books seriously, these scholars look to AG’s products, their mail-order catalogues, and 

the experiential store to come to their conclusions. By ignoring the series of books, they are 

ignoring the messages that the AGHC series offers to young readers. Ultimately, the books are 

the gateway to the products and if we ignore the books, we are ignoring the central difference 

between AG and other cultural products, dolls and toys, directed to young consumers. Better put, 

one cannot ignore that these dolls are sold with books. When you buy the doll, the accompanying 

series comes with her. And those girls that get hooked on the dolls through the series are directed 

to the dolls, at least this is AG’s intention. A postcard insert at the end of the series of books on 

Felicity says it best,  

MORE TO DISCOVER! While books are the heart of the American Girls 

Collection, they are only the beginning. The stories in the Collection come to life 

when you act them out with the beautiful American Girls dolls and their exquisite 

clothes and accessories. To request a free catalogue full of things girls love, send 

in this postcard, […] (postcard insert in Felicity’s Story Collection). 

This project takes seriously that the series is a gateway to all of the other AG products. As such, 

it is where AG’s messages for girls is made most explicit. It is for this reason that I offer a close 

reading of these books.  

Is also important to point out that the AGHC series are written by adults and currently 

published by a toy conglomerate, Mattel, run by adults. Prominent children’s literature critics 

speak to the complicated relationship between adults and children that intersects within the 
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generic convention of children’s literature, that is, children are not writing children’s literature. 

Instead, adults write a literature that they believe children need. Literary critic Perry Nodelman, 

for example, calls into question the “hidden adult” in his monograph The Hidden Adult: Defining 

Children’s Literature. He and literary critic Jacqueline Rose are preoccupied with the possibility 

or “impossibility,” as they see it, of children’s literature as a generic convention. Rose, for 

example, in The Case of Peter Pan: Or, The Impossibility of Children’s Fiction argues that 

children’s literature as a generic convention is “impossible” because it is written by adults 

reflecting adult values, agendas, and belief-systems. Yet, literary critic Robin Bernstein in her 

groundbreaking article, “Children’s Books, Dolls, and the Performance of Race; or, the 

Possibility of Children’s Literature” argues that “today children’s play, literature, and material 

culture are conjoined (167). She writes that many “decry these connections as the 

commercialization and dilution of literature”; yet, for Bernstein, “it is precisely these connections 

that deliver children’s literature beyond the paradigm of ‘impossibility’” (167). Ultimately, she 

argues that “children are coproducers in the play-book-toy formation from which children’s 

literature is now inextricable” (167). For Bernstein, children’s literature is possible because 

children themselves make it possible through play, for example, the ways in which they act-out 

stories, children’s literature, through dolls. In order to approach the subject of play, I insert 

Horkheimer and Adorno’s concept of the “culture industry” into this conversation.  

To first attend to their notion of the culture industry, it is important to review how they 

see the project of Enlightenment. For Horkheimer and Adorno, the project of Enlightenment is 

not as far removed from myth as it believes it is. It is because of this that they see it as 

“dialectical.” At the same time, they do not believe in writing off the project of Enlightenment, 

rather they ask for the completion of Enlightenment so that human nature may be fully 
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reconciled with itself and with non-human nature. To investigate the project of Enlightenment, 

Horkheimer and Adorno look to mass culture. In their essay, “The Culture Industry: 

Enlightenment as Mass Deception,” they clearly state their attitude toward mass culture. They 

cogently argue that cultural products are commodities produced by what they call the “culture 

industry.” For Horkheimer and Adorno, while these products are considered to be democratic, 

individualized, and diversified, in actuality, they argue that they are better described as 

authoritarian, conformist, and highly standardized. For Horkheimer and Adorno, culture, in the 

form of film, radio, and magazines, impresses its stamp on everything wherein the diversity of 

the products is an illusion. Rather, the culture industry provides an illusion that “none may 

escape” (123).  

Horkheimer and Adorno’s notion of the culture industry speaks to the AGHC series. AG 

is a commodification of series literature. As such, it purports to be democratic as it embraces 

American ideals and difference through its inclusion of ethnic dolls. Yet, through the narratives, 

it is clear that AG more than anything, standardizes everything and dissolves everything into 

sameness. For Horkheimer and Adorno, the “culture industry” dissolves both its own products 

and the possibility of anything like a meaningful response to them on the part of the consumers. 

In other words, just as AG dissolves everything into sameness (AGHC series is formulaic where 

narrative plot lines are similar as well as book titles), it also dissolves responses to them through 

sameness. All of the series books have a happy “Hollywood” ending. Such an ending closes-off 

dialogue and debate over the issues that the books address such as U.S. history, nation-building, 

race, and gender, to name a few.   

Some of the critiques of Horkheimer and Adorno are that they imply that consumers of 

the products of the culture industry are naïve and simple-minded. In essence, they are saying that 
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the consumers are incapable of seeing through the messages offered in cultural products. By 

contrast, I believe it is possible for young readers to see through cultural products and as a 

critical pedagogue, I believe it is crucial to develop a critical lens to help young consumers 

uncover children’s series literature and its hidden messages.  

Another critique of the culture industry is that it is too monolithic. I am willing to 

concede that AG can be an empowering community for young consumers. I am also seeking out 

the limits just as Horkheimer and Adorno sought out the limits of the Enlightenment. And while 

their analysis of the culture industry is a negative one, I want to turn their negative critique into a 

more positive lesson of hope using lessons of critical pedagogy and my faith in children and 

belief in education.  

It is within this context that I submit my project “Mis(s) Education: Narrative 

Construction and Closure in American Girl.” AG markets itself as a brand that teaches girls 

about U.S. history and empowers girls to “stand tall, reach high, and dream big.” This project 

challenges both of these assertions through a cultural analysis of the AGHC series. I argue that 

the series writes a history of the U.S. that relies on national myths of exceptionalism and 

freedom. The books project a “rhetoric of empowerment” wherein girls are empowered within 

crucial moments of history, moments in history that are not authentic, but rather made-up in an 

AG imagination that erases issues of power. When taken together, this “rhetoric of 

empowerment” becomes an empty metaphor that also creates the illusion of racial harmony 

thereby erasing a colonialist U.S. history. Essentially, these books create a narrative construction 

that closes-off a dialogic debate about U.S. history and issues of nationhood, gender, and race. 

This dissertation, Mis(s) Education: Narrative Construction and Closure in American Girl” opens 

up a dialogue about these issues of power, specifically, issues of how children’s series literature, 
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like the AGHC series is representing a gendered and racial identity for young girls that in 

essence, is teaching them the roles they should take-up to be a productive part of the U.S. nation.  

Underlying the entire AGHC series is its consumerist desires which becomes another way to 

construct girls, that is, through their need to consume.  

Chapter One, “‘Freedom Has a Price: A National Value’” is a close examination of three 

series of books. Utilizing Benedict Anderson’s idea that the nation is an “imagined community” 

and Homi Bhabha’s belief that the nation is told through narration, one that reflects colonialist 

discourse, this analysis delves into how a nation imagines freedom for its citizens. In fact, the 

three protagonists Felicity, who is representative of the Revolutionary Period, Addy, a slave who 

is freed after the Civil War, and Depression Era Kit, all in their own way are symbols of the 

national value of freedom because they are willing to hope, believe and stand up for their nation.  

In Chapter Two, “The Limits of Gendered Identities: Women and Girls as Biological and 

Cultural Reproducers” utilizes feminist theorist, Nira Yuval-Davis’s theory that women in the 

nation are constructed as biological and cultural reproducers. They are asked to biologically 

reproduce children (based on their economic status) and they are asked to culturally reproduce 

children for the betterment of the nation. This chapter analyzes how Samantha, Josefina, and 

Kaya take on these limited gendered identities that Yuval-Davis exposes. Julie, on the other 

hand, is the sole female in the entire AGHC series that takes her lessons from the nation in the 

hopes that one day she may become the first female president. 

Chapter Three, “The Politics of Assimilation: The Discourse of Racial Harmony and the 

Erasure of Cultural and Ethnic Differences” argues that within the AGHC series girls like 

Kirsten, who is an immigrant, and Cecile, who is mixed-race become Americans when they are 

willing to give-up their old customs, like Kirsten, or sees sameness amongst peoples rather than 
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cultural and ethnic differences, like in the case of Cecile. The primary message is that these girls 

are Americans because of their willingness to assimilate. At the same time, AGHC series poses 

interracial friendships as a way to forward a discourse of racial harmony that has the 

repercussion of teaching an innocent U.S. history devoid of the realities of colonialism and racial 

injustice.  

 In Chapter Four, “Consuming Desires: Dolls and Dresses” I examine how the AGHC 

series is a clear and precise advertisement for its consumer goods, like dolls, dresses, and other 

AG products. Through illustration and prose, the books on Felicity, Josefina, and Samantha all 

celebrate consumerism through the protagonist’s belief that they need consumer objects like 

dolls and dresses to feel loved and/or to realize their dreams. In the case of Addy, Kit, and 

Rebecca, these resourceful girls embody the entrepreneurial spirit that AG celebrates, mirroring 

its original founder, Pleasant Rowland.  

In the conclusion, I argue that the AGHC series both writes girls into history and 

empowers them; at the same time, it also objectifies them by posing them as decorous objects 

who prioritize taking care of children, friends, as well as their community. This ambivalence is 

also apparent in the ways in which racial injustice is addressed in the narratives. That the racial 

injustice that characters endure ends with racial harmony highlights the ease with which the 

United States ameliorates issues of power. Ultimately, the series can be read as a celebratory ode 

to a nation with an innocent history.  
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CHAPTER ONE. ‘FREEDOM HAS A PRICE:’ A NATIONAL VALUE 

In an anthropological spirit, Benedict Anderson, in Imagined Communities, finds that 

nationality, nation-ness, and nationalism are “cultural artefacts of a particular kind” (4). In order 

to properly understand these “cultural artefacts,” he believes that we must consider “how they 

have come into historical being, in what ways their meanings have changed over time, and why, 

today, they command such profound emotional legitimacy” (4). Anderson hopes to show why 

these particular “cultural artefacts” have aroused deep emotional attachments in their populous 

(4).  

For Anderson, what is essential about the nation is that it is “an imagined political 

community – and imagined as both inherently limited and sovereign” (5). By “imagined,” 

Anderson means that even in the smallest of nations, its members do not know one another, nor 

will they ever. Rather in the “minds of each lives the image of their communion” (6). Anderson’s 

definition of nation also asserts that the nation is both inherently limited and sovereign. By 

limited, he means that even the largest of nations has finite boundaries. Anderson asserts that the 

nation is imagined as a “community” because “regardless of the actual inequality and 

exploitation that may prevail in each, the nation is always conceived as a deep, horizontal 

comradeship” (7). For Anderson, it is this fraternity that makes it possible for “so many millions 

of people, not so much to kill, as willingly to die for such imaginings” (7). Ultimately, Anderson 

forwards the argument that the concept of nation is imagined by politicians, intellectuals and 

other figures who have access to the public domain, but most importantly, in the nineteenth 

century—and I would argue today as well through all modern media—by novelists and 

journalists.  
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 Postcolonial theorist Homi K. Bhabha is influenced by Anderson’s project on the nation 

in two ways. While Anderson traces the origins of the nation to nineteenth-century print culture, 

Bhabha extends this notion when he argues that the nation is a product of all narration including 

literary language and political thought (Bhabha, “Introduction” 1). For Bhabha, it is through 

narration that one encounters the nation. For Bhabha, nation and narration are engaged in a 

symbiotic relationship. In Bhabha’s words, “it is from those traditions of political thought and 

literary language that the nation emerges as a powerful historical idea in the west” (1). Bhabha’s 

central theory on nation materializes from Anderson’s idea that the nation itself emerged through 

ambivalence (1). Within the idea of the nation, Bhabha argues, there is the “impossible unity of 

the nation as a symbolic force” (1). Bhabha emphasizes that within the “large and liminal image 

of the nation” there is a “particular ambivalence that haunts the idea of the nation” (1). There is 

“the language of those who write of it and the lives of those who live it” (1). This ambivalence, 

Bhabha argues, “emerges from a growing awareness that, despite the certainty with which 

historians speak of the ‘origins’ of nation as a sign of ‘modernity’ of society, the cultural 

temporality of the nation inscribes a much more transitional social reality” (1). Bhabha remains 

preoccupied with this sense of ambivalence. For example, he writes that “[i]f the ambivalent 

figure of the nation is a problem of its transitional history, its conceptual indeterminacy, its 

wavering between vocabularies, then what effect does this have on narratives and discourses that 

signify a sense of ‘nationness’” (2). For this chapter, I lay aside Bhabha’s fundamental idea that 

the nation emerges from and is narrated through a sense of ambivalence. However, I further 

explore this ambivalence in the following chapter on gender. This chapter takes together 

Anderson’s notion that a nation is imagined through print culture and Bhabha’s assertion that 

intrinsic to the nation is the act of narration, a narration that embodies a colonialist discourse.  
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AG, as a twentieth/twenty-first-century project, unabashedly continues this nineteenth-

century tradition of “imagining a community.” In fact, the AGHC Series imagines a community 

for girls during their formative years. The beginning of the AGHC Series quite logically starts 

with the birth of the American Republic during the time of the American Revolution and 

highlights the national values of independence and freedom. Within the series, these values are 

articulated as the need for independence from England, the desire for independence from the 

constraints of women’s domesticity (Felicity, at the outset of her narrative) and for liberation 

from slavery (Addy and her family become emancipated from slavery). It is the value upon 

freedom that ties all of these historical series together. In narrating the nation along these lines, 

the AG book project is particularly portentous in that it lays the groundwork for future adult 

attitudes about politics, gender and racial difference, as well as consumerism and many other 

important decisions that will be made in adult life. And if the fictional narrative were not enough, 

the AG caps each series off with “A Peek into the Past,” a non-fictional summary of the 

historical context in which the fiction series was set. By weaving the fictional characters into the 

non-fictional narrative, what is intended as a deeper historical background of the nation, becomes 

another narrative that constructs the nation through AG’s values. For example in the “Peek from 

the Past” at the end of Felicity’s series, the following passage underscores the theme of 

independence that also happens to be the main theme of the series.  

The fight for independence from England changed the lives of all Americans. 

Nearly everyone suffered in some way. But people like the Merrimans learned to 

live with difficulties. They looked forward to being together again when the war 

was over, as citizens of a new nation-the United States of America. (Tripp, 

Felicity 389) 
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The “Peek into the Past” also reveals attitudes toward women’s place in the nation (i.e., gender) 

and the ways in which women dress and decorate their homes (i.e., consumerism). Both of 

which I will address in the subsequent chapters.  

To understand how the AGHC Series narrates the American nation through the value of 

freedom, I look to three AG historical characters. I analyze the books that tell their individual 

stories as they develop into girls who care about the community in which they live. Although 

Pleasant Rowland did not author the AGHC Series as each series of books is authored by a 

different author, I contend that as the visionary and entrepreneur of AG, her concept of the 

United States as a nation with its own unique values and its own boundaries of what makes a 

nation and its people are what comes through in the series. Another way of putting it, Rowland 

has “imagined a community” for her historical characters, one that relies upon the prevailing 

myths of the United States. Within these narratives, the national values of independence, 

freedom, and individualism are explicit. Certainly, they make for a good story, one that usually 

ends rather triumphantly and even mirrors United States triumphalism. For example, Rowland’s 

“imagined community” forwards a protagonist (a 9 yr. old girl) who, as an individual has the 

power to solely change her circumstance and by extension the nation. For example, while 

Felicity Merriman and Addy Walker are guided by and take actions for their belief and desire 

for independence (from England) and freedom (from slavery). Kit Kittredge is guided by and 

takes actions for her belief that hope is a necessary force and one that she believes will carry her 

and her family through the Depression so that they may realize the American dream of owning a 

home. Ultimately, all of these characters adapt and change to a new nation, one in which they 

themselves forge. This chapter engages the six-book series written on these three 
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aforementioned historical characters: Felicity, Addy, and Kit, each of which represents a 

different period of American history. 

 

Revolutionary Girl, Felicity Merriman, Fights for Independence in 1774 

 The six-book series built around the protagonist Felicity is foundational to the entire 

nationhood project that will be developed in the rest of the AGHC Series. It sets the tone of 

independence as a national value as well as a personal one that should extend to the feminine 

gender. The preface to the first book in the Merriman collection states, “Felicity is a colonial girl 

growing up when America was just beginning to become a nation” (Tripp, Preface to Felicity). It 

is no coincidence that Felicity’s book collection is set in colonial Williamsburg, Virginia, which 

was the center of political events that led to the American Revolution, thus setting the stage for 

what is to come in the following six books. The driving force of the narrative is Felicity 

attempting to resolve the dilemma of honoring her grandfather’s and best friend’s loyalist beliefs 

while she in her heart believes in freedom for the colonies. The books that comprise the series 

are Meet Felicity, Felicity Learns A Lesson, Felicity’s Surprise, Happy Birthday, Felicity!, 

Felicity Saves the Day, Changes For Felicity, all authored by Valerie Tripp. Felicity’s dilemma 

is maintained throughout the series and is only resolved in the last book when her grandfather 

dies about the time that Felicity has a new baby sister, i.e. caring for the baby is symbolically 

nurturing the nation. Thus, the old allegiance to England has ended and the new nation is born. 

At the end of the last book in the series, Felicity’s father leaves to join the Continental Army and 

Felicity assumes quasi-adult responsibility for caring for the family business and her siblings, 

who make up the new nation. Of course, this ending, with an actual illustration of Felicity behind 
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the counter, also subsumes the idea of nationhood and gender as well as nationhood and 

consumerism, both of which will be studied in subsequent chapters.  

 To arrive at this final resolution, along the way through the various books, Felicity has 

made a series of decisions each incrementally in favor of an independent America. In the 

opening scene, Felicity’s father speaks of her fierce independence, and her desire to not be 

constrained in anyway by fancy clothes or domestic responsibilities; she would rather be outside 

riding horses. Felicity loves a horse that in the narrative is a symbol of independence; she names 

the horse “Penny,” because the horse is the color of a copper penny and because it is short for 

“Independence” (Tripp, Felicity 22). By the end of Meet Felicity, the first book in the series, she 

has set this horse free from an abusive owner, Jiggy Nye, who in the narrative functions as a 

representation of England. Her friend Ben, an apprentice in her father’s store, delivers the moral 

of the story when he tells her. “She knows you love her so much, you let her go free. You gave 

her what she needed most—her independence” (62). Felicity responds, “Aye. That’s it. Her 

independence” (62).  

This is only one resolution that has the effect of setting up another part of the dilemma of 

the next five books. There are consequences to setting free someone else’s property; the horse 

was not hers. Her conflict with the owner is eventually resolved through her compassion for him. 

Her independent spirit coupled with saving the horse reflects not only a new nation that is 

forming and beginning to come into its own, but also how a young girl can participate in 

constructing a new nation.  

 In the second book, Felicity Learns a Lesson, it is her mother that expects her to learn the 

arts of the domestic space. One of these lessons includes the proper way of serving tea. During 

the course of her lessons, she is confronted by the issue of colonists who are refusing tea because 
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of the taxes being levied on it. The tea thus becomes a test of her loyalty to the colonies. Felicity 

has heard that taxation on tea is unfair to the colonists (85). Felicity’s dilemma is that she wishes 

to be free of forced participation in domestic rituals that she finds boring and tiresome, but she 

decides to be respectful of her mother’s wish that she be educated as a gentlewoman in the arts of 

stitching, dancing, handwriting, and the proper way to serve tea. Her tea lessons are shared with 

two friends who have just arrived in the colonies from England. Annabelle goads Felicity when 

she calls her father a traitor for not selling tea in his store (119). And ever cognizant of English 

attitudes toward the colonists, Felicity’s mother admonishes, “You must show her that we 

colonists are indeed, civilized” (98). After much confusion about consuming tea, and the 

demands of parents, i.e., the mother country, Felicity demonstrates her loyalty to the colonial 

cause and refuses to drink tea. The theme that repeats itself throughout the narrative, from the 

lack of comfort in her dressy gowns to her parents encouraging her to make her own decisions, is 

independence, regardless of gender.  

 In the fourth book, Happy Birthday, Felicity!, the protagonist protects the newly forming 

nation when she overhears a message that means danger for the colonists. Felicity overhears that 

the governor’s mariners are advancing to steal gunpowder from the colonists in an effort to 

forestall a rebellion (236). She faces the dilemma of warning the colonists and risking not being 

believed or keeping her mouth shut and maintaining her place in the society. Felicity takes action 

by enlisting Ben and a black drummer, Isaac to sound the alarm. It is because of her actions that 

colonists discover that the governor was stealing the gunpowder. At this moment in the narrative, 

Felicity becomes not only a witness, but also a protector if the colonists. Inserting Felicity into 

the narratives as witness and protector at this exact moment in history i.e. a new nation being 

formed, Felicity is transformed in the role of birthing the nation, thus relating to the title of the 
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book: Happy Birthday, Felicity! As the putative mother of the nation, she takes on a traditional 

gender role, something akin to Betsy Ross or Martha Washington. While Felicity assumes this 

symbolic act of birthing, she is nevertheless also assuming agency, the ability to act 

independently and affect the political outcomes in a public space. This has great implications for 

her development as a model for feminine action and participation in the society, which will be 

studied chapter two.  

 

Civil War Era, Addy Walker and Her Journey to Freedom, 1864 

The national value that runs throughout Addy’s series is freedom, which is represented by 

a number of symbols, such as a caged bird longing to fly away, but interestingly, one of the most 

poignant symbols is that of a cowrie shell that belonged to Addy’s great grandmother, who lived 

in freedom in Africa before her enslavement in the United States. Thus, symbolically, the 

national value of freedom is also grounded in Addy’s familial and racial past, and the plot 

movement in the series is toward future freedom in the United States: “Her journey ended in 

slavery. Yours, girl, is taking you to freedom” (Porter 41). The recurring theme, “freedom has a 

price” told to Addy by her Uncle and Poppa become a motivating force for Addy. The six books 

comprising the series were written by Connie Porter: Meet Addy, Addy Learns a Lesson, Addy’s 

Surprise, Happy Birthday, Addy!, Addy Saves the Day, Changes for Addy. The members of 

Addy’s family become separated from each other, thus mirroring the divided nation during the 

Civil War. When Addy’s brother Sam is sold to another plantation, Addy and her mother 

disguise themselves as men and head for freedom in Philadelphia. They hope that in the future 

they will be able to reunite the family on free soil; they have left the father, older brother Sam, 

and baby sister, Esther. Thus, one part of the family will be up North while the other remains in 
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the South, divided as the nation itself. In Philadelphia, Addy goes to a segregated school, where 

she nevertheless learns to read, but more importantly, she learns that freedom must be earned. 

Even though her body is free up North, she has to learn to free her mind through education. An 

enslaved mind cannot assume the responsibilities of citizenship. Addy and her mother sacrifice 

the little money they make to fund a church that finances the Underground Railroad and they 

also hope to free the rest of their family. By the end of the book, Addy has become a star student, 

the war is over, and her family is reunited. In her church, Addy is chosen to read the 

Emancipation Proclamation as a reward for having “saved the day” when she recovered stolen 

charity money. 

 Addy is pivotal in bringing her family back together. Once literate, Addy begins writing 

letters to the Freedmen’s Bureau and the Quaker Aid Society to locate her siblings. Once she 

discovers that they were last seen traveling North, Addy relentlessly searches for them in 

churches, aid societies, and hospitals. It is through her intelligence, diligence, and literacy skills 

that she eventually finds them. The reunited family can now embark on the path to healing the 

once-divided nation. That Addy is the one who reunites the family also symbolizes the new role 

that the former slaves can assume in the future nation, as well as the agency that young girls and 

women may play in the public sphere. Once the war is over, Addy’s role in uniting the nation 

continues. She actively engages in raising money for the wounded widows and orphans of the 

war and supports her uppity friend, Harriet, who has treated her poorly because of class 

distinctions. When Harriet loses her uncle on the battlefield, Addy is the first to console her. 

Thus, Addy takes seriously the notion that for a nation to be re-united means that forgiveness 

must be offered and the “imagined community” must include former adversaries. While Felicity 
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engenders the nation, Addy symbolically heals it after a serious split. Once again, a girl is shown 

literally and figuratively exemplifying traditional gender roles in constructing nationhood.  

  

Depression-Era, Kitt Kittredge Hopes and Perseveres for Freedom, 1934 

Written by Valerie Tripp, Kit’s six books, Meet Kit, Kit Learns A Lesson, Kit’s Surprise, 

Happy Birthday, Kit!, Changes for Kit tell the story of Kit and her family and how they adapt to 

their new impoverished status and maintain their hope that better times are coming. In fact, 

change and hope are controlling metaphors that underscore the real theme of the series which is 

through hard work and perseverance, the nation and its citizens prevail and enjoy American 

freedoms. For example, it is through hard work and perseverance that Kit and her family realize 

their American dream, that is, they maintain their home in spite of the fact that they have fallen 

on hard economic times. And even though Kit is a young girl, she begins to fulfill her dream of 

being a newspaper reporter.  

 The driving force in Kit’s young life is her sense of embarrassment over being poor. In 

the beginning of the series, she lives comfortably in her home with her parents. When the 

Depression hits, her father loses his business. As a way to ensure they keep their home, her 

mother decides to take-in boarders. Kit is embarrassed by having to take-in boarders, by having 

to raise chickens and sell their eggs to neighbors, by her ill-fitting old clothes, and even by her 

Aunt Millie who has come to live with her family to teach them how to be more resourceful. Kit 

does not want anyone to know how much she and her family are struggling to make ends meet. 

The dilemma is resolved when Kit moves outside of her own experience and witnesses the plight 

of homeless children. When she realizes that there are others who have it much harder than she 

does, her life, and her writing becomes less self-centered and is directed to the outside world. 
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Ultimately, Kit becomes an engaged citizen who writes about her Cincinnati community. Her 

writing is a plea to the citizens of her hometown. She wants them to not only see the plight of 

homeless children but also respond to their needs by providing for them more suitable winter 

clothing.  

Before Kit becomes an engaged citizen of Cincinnati, Ohio in 1934, she “imagines the 

community” through her homemade newspapers. In the comfort of her bedroom and with her 

best friend, Ruthie by her side, Kit “loved the inky smell of the typewriter ribbon, and the way 

the black letters looked as they marched across the page, telling a story the way she wanted it 

told” (Tripp, Kit 1). The way “she wanted it told” is a metaphor for the way Kit imagines and 

even narrates the nation, but it is also a metaphor for the entire AG book project wherein AG’s 

vision of the nation becomes clear throughout Kit’s series; anyone who works hard and 

perseveres can be successful and is deserving of the freedoms that the U.S. provides. Of course, 

the Protestant work ethic underlies the American dream, as does its corollary: perseverance. 

Before her father loses his car business, Kit has time for play and has time to walk around her 

neighborhood and look for the “good news” for the newspaper that she writes for her father. 

After her industrious mother decides to take-in boarders, and she learns that making ends meet 

means an endless life of chores, Kit becomes restless and discouraged. It is this restlessness that 

leads her outside of herself. When she meets Will, a homeless boy who is looking for work, Kit 

realizes that she has it better than most children during the Depression. Prior to this moment in 

the text, Kit believed that it was only adults who were homeless; she had not considered that it 

meant children were living on the street without proper clothing and sufficient food. When she 

and her friend, Stirling, who is also a boarder in her house, go to find Will at a campsite where 
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other homeless families are living, they gain consciousness about the plight of homeless 

children.  

When her rich Uncle Hendrick in Changes for Kit dictates an editorial to Kit that is a 

negative response to Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s governmental programs and to the city’s 

decision to utilize a hospital as a “home for transients and unemployed persons,” Kit is overcome 

with frustration and even challenges his conclusions (318). Ultimately, she decides that if he can 

write a letter to the editor that she can as well. Kit’s new consciousness about the plight of 

homeless children comes through. In essence, her letter is a plea for children; she asks the 

community to come together and donate coats and shoes for children. Afterwards, she, Ruthie, 

and Stirling go to the soup kitchen to take pictures of needy children so that they can be included 

with her letter. Not only is her letter published as an editorial in the Cincinnati Register, but the 

editor also tells her that in the future, she must hand-deliver her articles to him. The editor, Gibb 

continues, “You’ve got the makings of a good reporter, kid” (379). That she was able to realize 

both her dreams of being published and helping homeless children during the Great Depression 

symbolizes even more deeply that hard work and perseverance generate success. Changes for Kit 

focuses upon a protagonist who has changed into a more engaged citizen who is no longer 

consumed by embarrassment and restlessness, but rather is concerned about something outside of 

herself; the plight of homeless children. Certainly, Kit attains personal success, but she is most 

fulfilled when she realizes that “maybe [she] could do something” for others (319). Because “she 

tells a story, the way she wants it told,” Kit, essentially, is writing a nation the way she wants it 

to be imagined. And writing for a newspaper is, as Anderson has stated, participating in 

imagining the community, which is ultimately, forging the nation. 
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The books on Felicity, Addy, and Kit narrate the nation, specifically the United States, as 

a great nation where its citizens, even if they are young girls, have a voice, power, and are able to 

partake equally and powerfully in a democratic system. In short, through their sense of agency, 

they realize the American dream in its variegated forms. While Felicity plays a pivotal and active 

role in the colonies’ independence from England, and Addy brings her divided family (i.e. the 

divided nation) back together again, Kit is the newspaper reporter who writes homeless children 

into the nation during the Great Depression. These young girls are represented as citizens in the 

making. In fact, they are model citizens who participate in and even change the course of history. 

Chapter Two exposes how this construction of girls as agents within the nation becomes 

constrained through the ideology of the limited expectations that it locates on the female gender. 
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CHAPTER TWO. THE LIMITS OF GENDERED IDENTITIES: WOMEN AND GIRLS AS 

BIOLOGICAL AND CULTURAL REPRODUCERS 

Through narration, the AGHC series prescribes the roles that women and girls should 

occupy if they are to take up the identity and responsibility of being an American girl. To make 

this assessment, I offer an analysis of the AGHC Series including the books on the Nez Perce girl 

Kaya (1764); Josefina Montoya (1824), who is from New Mexico before statehood; Samantha 

Parkington (1904), whom AG describes as the Victorian beauty; and Julie Albright (1974), the 

energetic girl from San Francisco. My direct observation of one of the AG rituals, the annual 

fashion show, is an entry point into how AG is constructing girls within the nation through 

narration, but also through performance. 

At the first AG Fashion Show that I attended in the Fall of 2010, I could not help but 

observe, much like an anthropologist, how gender performance was presented at the event. I 

observed the performative roles of the girl models, as well as many iconic photogenic moments. 

These observations foreground my analysis of the series, but also serve as a reminder that AG is 

teaching young girls about their gender roles. While the fashion show is a charity event that 

benefits, HITS, a Houston theatre group for young people, it is also an event that promotes AG’s 

consumer products. More than that, it puts on stage for girls, mothers, and sometimes even 

grandmothers how AG deems that the female gender should perform femininity.  

Several photogenic moments remain with me. When I arrived at the entrance of the 

Junior League of Houston building, I witnessed standing alongside one of the many columns a 

group of well-dressed and prettily coifed young girls posing for a mother’s camera. I was taken 

by the way in which the girls tightly clutched to their bodies their AG dolls. Much like a mother 

holds a baby closely to her body. Afterwards, when I entered the ballroom, I was greeted by 
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many beautifully dressed tables and place settings that included teapots, teacups and their 

saucers, as well as small plates filled with petit fours. I realized during the fashion show that 

these were teaching props utilized to teach the young girls in the audience lessons in etiquette. In 

essence, it was a reenactment of Felicity’s own tea lesson in her narrative, Felicity Learns a 

Lesson. Girls in the audience were asked to get up and curtsy and then they were asked to sit and 

take tea the way that Felicity would have.  

The second moment I witnessed occurred after the fashion show, when I overheard a 

conversation among a grandmother, mother, and daughter. While the mother held the camera, 

both mother and grandmother prompt their subject to, “Hold your doll pretty.” Followed by, 

“How did the girls on stage hold their dolls?” These directive questions teach the young girl 

(about the age of 8 years old) that she is not only expected to pose herself and her doll prettily 

but also even more significant for this dissertation is that she, the young girl subject, is being 

asked by her grandmother and mother to model her own behavior after the girls on stage who are 

themselves emulating the manners of the protagonists in the AGHC Series.  

Put together, these observations point to how the AG enterprise is, in fact, constructing 

and limiting the female gender by the way that it teaches girls how to perform their gender and 

instructs them on the expectations the nation places upon their gender. Gender is about how we 

present ourselves, how we look, how we perform. It was as if the dynamic heroism of the 

protagonists of the narratives (as exemplified in Chapter One) had been completely erased; the 

only thing that mattered at the fashion show was gender performance, i.e. being lady-like, being 

pretty and pleasing to family, friends, society, all of which means knowing your place. In AG, it 

is okay for girls to be active, participate in the public space, participate in and further the history 

of the nation; however, girls must also learn the arts of the domestic space and be presentable, 
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dress and stocking on, properly taking tea, and submitting to authority, and also be capitalist 

consumers, just like this convention of mothers and girls who have spent untold dollars on their 

facsimile outfits and on expensive dolls and accoutrements. Herein lays the ambivalent nature of 

gender roles for girls within the AGHC Series. The historical characters are constructed as girls 

who have a voice within their nation and are powerful and dynamic heroes who “save the day,” 

yet, in the case of Samantha and Josefina, they are also expected to inhabit the private space and 

learn the domestic arts. The series on Julie is an exception to this rule. She, on the other hand, is 

propelled from the private realm into the public as a way to highlight her role as citizen and 

consumer. When taken together, it seems as if the AGHC Series has an ambivalent attitude 

towards gender roles for girls and women in the nation.  

To uncover the ways in which these books themselves construct the female gender and 

the roles in which females inhabit within the nation, I draw upon feminist theorist Nira Yuval-

Davis. In Gender and Nation, she analyzes the ways that gender relations affect and are affected 

by the nation. She argues that the construction of nationhood involves very specific notions of 

“manhood” and “womanhood.” One of her aims is to show that a “proper understanding of either 

(gender and nation) cannot afford to ignore the ways they are informed and constructed by each 

other” (Yuval-Davis 21). For Yuval-Davis, the construction of the nation also determines 

women’s place in that imagined community. She outlines the ways in which women’s roles are 

affected and even prescribed by the nation-state. According to Yuval-Davis, a woman’s primary 

role is to be a biological reproducer. They are the bearers of the collectivity and depending on 

their class, ethnicity, and educational background they are asked to have more children, while 

poorer and less educated women of the wrong ethnic groups are dissuaded and even prevented 

from having more children (116). A woman’s secondary role in the nation is to guard culture. 
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For Yuval-Davis, women are expected to be cultural reproducers who are “responsible for 

transmitting it [culture] to the children and constructing ‘home’ in a specific cultural style” 

(116). Yuval-Davis exposes a woman’s role in the nation-state as a way to move women away 

from these prescribed roles that she sees as oppressive and limiting.  

The way in which Yuval-Davis theorizes female gender roles within the nation is highly 

relevant for the AG enterprise, especially for a cultural and literary analysis of the AGHC Series. 

Her assertion that women within the nation are constructed in particular ways sheds light upon 

and even encourages a more complex reading of the intersection of gender and nation within the 

AGHC Series. Of course, these books are written for young girls; yet, one cannot deny that the 

books powerfully construct the young girl’s imagination about herself and who she hopes to 

become as an adult, specifically as a woman. In fact, the back of the AGHC Series books are 

inscribed with the following passage: 

American Girl celebrates the girl’s inner star— that little whisper inside that 

encourages her to stand tall, reach high, and dream big. We take pride and care in 

helping girls become their very best today, so they’ll grow up to be the women 

who make a difference tomorrow. (back cover of Meet Rebecca)  

While this inscription seems innocent with language that is encouraging, hopeful, and caring, at 

the same time, the passage also exposes the AG enterprise in “help[ing] girls become their very 

best today.” In other words, the AG enterprise is aware of its influence upon girls and the 

“women who make a difference tomorrow.” And what exactly is AG hoping girls will become? 

In other words, what is being imposed upon the female gender?  

The AGHC Series, in essence, is in the business of prescribing for girls the roles they 

should assume as women within the American nation. In fact, the female characters within the 
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AGHC Series adopt the very roles that Yuval-Davis delineates: they are the biological and 

cultural producers of the nation. Kaya and Samantha fulfill their national duty and “natural” role 

by symbolically bearing and nurturing children, while elder women like Samantha’s Grandmary 

and her Aunt Cornelia, and Josefina’s Tia Dolores are the cultural reproducers who teach their 

charges how to properly participate within their historical and cultural moment. These narratives 

present the clearest case of a literary project that defines girls and women along the lines in 

which Yuval-Davis theorizes, practically providing a handbook on how to become part of and 

further the very national project that Yuval-Davis is critiquing. Although Samantha, and Josefina 

participate in a small way in the public realm, they and their guardians are bound by their duties 

to the private sphere; however, these duties to the private sphere as biological and cultural 

reproducers are interrupted in the series of books on the 1970s historical character, Julie. In fact, 

Julie and her divorced mother are liberated from the domestic space. That Julie with her mother’s 

encouragement plays on the boys’ basketball team, becomes an activist for saving the national 

symbol, the bald eagle, and delivers a scroll to President Ford in the Bicentennial Celebration 

emphasizes Julie’s entrance into the public sphere. The representation of Julie as a young girl 

who is liberated from the domestic sphere and propelled into the public space as she becomes an 

athlete and an activist opens the door to feminism. At the same time, it introduces another role 

that girls may inhabit in the public sphere: as consumers. By inserting Julie into the public space, 

the AG enterprise is also exposing girls to their roles as AG consumers. While Chapter Four 

explores more specifically how AG motivates young girls to be consumers, this chapter studies 

her move from the private to the public sphere and the implications this move has which itself 

supports the AG enterprise and its capitalist ventures.  
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Women as Biological Reproducers of the Nation: The Case of Kaya and Samantha 

Parkington 

Yuval-Davis’s observation that women are the biological reproducers of the nation has 

been studied in passing in Chapter One, with regard to Felicity’s participation in the American 

Revolution and the “birth of the nation.” But a more impactful case concerns two historical 

characters, Kaya who is a Nez Perce girl from the eighteenth century, and Samantha, who lives 

with her well-to do grandmother at the beginning of the twentieth century. It is through the act of 

searching for and rescuing their adopted siblings that Kaya and Samantha become symbolic 

mothers and thereby fulfill their national duty as biological reproducers of the nation. While 

Kaya searches for her adopted sister, Speaking Rain and rescues her from captivity, Samantha 

searches for Nellie and rescues her from an orphanage. Kaya’s role as mother to Speaking Rain 

is a less comprehensive one than Samantha who is also Nellie’s teacher; nonetheless, Kaya’s 

strong responsibility toward her sister is akin to that of a mother’s concern for a child.  

Written by Janet Shaw, the six books on Kaya in 1864 include Meet Kaya, Kaya’s 

Escape, Kaya’s Hero, Kaya and Lone Dog, Kaya Shows the Way, Changes for Kaya. The main 

dilemma in which Kaya wants to resolve is her nickname, Magpie. In fact, the nickname Magpie 

represents the bird species that is known as selfish. When Kaya boasts and races her horse 

against her parents’ wishes, her mother tells her, “Remember, it’s your job to look after your 

brothers carefully” (Shaw, Kaya 8). She is duly reprimanded for her selfish behavior. Expected 

to take care of her younger twin brothers, she chooses to race her horse and loses sight of the 

twin boys. Although she finds her brothers hiding in a tree, her Auntie warns her that she ran 

away from her responsibility and that she must call upon Whipwoman, the elder woman who is 

responsible for disciplining children who misbehave. All of the children gather and are spanked 
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with Whipwoman’s switch as a reminder that what one of them does has an effect on all of the 

rest: it is clearly the responsibility of the individual to the community. Whipwoman speaks to the 

children: 

Kaya didn’t watch out for her brothers. They ran off into the woods. They could 

have been injured. Enemies could have carried them away. A magpie that thinks 

only of itself would have given the boys better care than Kaya did! Nimiipuu 

always look out for each other. Our lives depend on it. Don’t ever forget that, 

children. Now get up. (24) 

Although Whipwoman’s message is meant to represent her cultural values and heritage as a 

Nimiipuu, it illustrates Yuval-Davis’s theory that women’s primary role in the nation is to 

biologically reproduce the collective and with that comes the responsibility of taking care of 

children. In fact, this scene represents Kaya’s continual struggle throughout the narrative. She 

reluctantly accepts the nickname, Magpie. It is also for this reason that she symbolically becomes 

a mother to her adopted sister, Speaking Rain.  

In the beginning of Meet Kaya, the protagonist is introduced through the act of riding her 

horse, Steps High. At the same time, she leads the rope of Speaking Rain’s pony through 

Wallowa, The Valley of the Winding Waters. It is because Speaking Rain is blind that Kaya 

leads her horse. And because Speaking Rain’s parents have died, she lives with Kaya’s family. 

From the outset of the series, the reader is introduced to one sister who is dependent on another. 

“What do you see, Kaya? Tell me.” Kaya answers Speaking Rain by offering a detailed 

description of the new landscape, the people, and their activities (1). Kaya has the additional 

responsibility of being her eyes.  
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Because Kaya is disciplined by Whipwoman for being selfish and for not taking care of 

her brothers, she is motivated to be a different person, one that is responsible to her collective, 

especially to her adopted sister, Speaking Rain. In fact, later in the narrative Kaya becomes her 

surrogate mother when they are both captured by an enemy tribe. Kaya blames herself for their 

capture and she feels like “it would be better to die than to be a captive,” but what she feels even 

stronger is that she cannot abandon Speaking Rain (74). Because they both know that their best 

chance for survival is with Kaya’s departure, a reluctant Kaya leaves Speaking Rain. On her 

journey to freedom, she carries a magpie feather in her bag “to remind herself that she must think 

of others before herself” (108). Kaya is driven to obliterate her nickname, Magpie. Ultimately, 

she feels a growing responsibility toward Speaking Rain and especially for her safe return. It is 

these combined events that propel Kaya into becoming a surrogate mother to Speaking Rain. For 

example, in Speaking Rain’s absence, Kaya takes care of Speaking Rain’s doll. At this point in 

the narrative, the doll becomes a symbolic representation of Speaking Rain and at the same time 

a symbolic representation of their transformed relationship; a mother taking care of a baby. 

Kaya put aside the basket she was weaving and picked up her sister’s worn 

buckskin doll. Speaking Rain had carried her doll everywhere she went. With her 

sister gone, Kaya kept the doll close to her. As she adjusted the doll’s dress, she 

discovered a tear in her back, a bit of deer-hair stuffing poking out. She decided to 

mend it and have it ready for Speaking Rain when she was with them again.  

Kaya wanted to care for the doll because she feared she hadn’t taken good care of 

Speaking Rain. (138-39) 

The series on Kaya is driven by her desire to become the young girl that she is expected to be in 

her community. In the beginning, she is whipped and told that she is selfish like the Magpie and 
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that she must learn to put the community’s needs in front of her own. Specifically for Kaya, this 

means that her primary job is to take care of her younger brothers. Although in the beginning she 

disappoints her community, by the end of Changes for Kaya, she has appropriately mothered her 

sister, Speaking Rain. She has saved her from captivity and she has become a responsible 

caretaker to the other children in the community. She says to her young brothers and the other 

children in her charge, “[l]et’s pretend we are setting up camp” (338). The narrative follows 

with, “right now she was grateful to enjoy this game with the children” (339). While Kaya is 

depicted as a dutiful caretaker to the children in her community, the very last illustration on the 

last page of Changes for Kaya shows Kaya riding off on her beloved horse, Steps High. The two 

scenes juxtaposed show that Kaya may maintain her interests like horseback riding, yet she must 

also remain a responsible and dutiful mother to the children in her community. 

The second historical character who is rendered as a surrogate mother to an adopted sister 

is Samantha Parkington. Written by Susan S. Adler, Maxine Rose Schur, and Valerie Tripp, the 

six books on Samantha Parkington 1904 include: Meet Samantha, Samantha Learns A Lesson, 

Samantha’s Surprise, Happy Birthday, Samantha!, Samantha Saves the Day, and Changes for 

Samantha. In Meet Samantha, we meet the protagonist Samantha who is living with her well-to-

do grandmother whom she calls Grandmary. Set at the beginning of the twentieth century, 

Samantha is confronted with “newfangled ideas,” as Grandmary calls the movement from an old 

way of living to a new way. One such “newfangled idea” that Samantha realizes is that Progress 

is made at the expense of children who are laboring in factories. Samantha’s first experience with 

a child laborer happens when she meets Nellie, who works as a housekeeper in the home next-

door to hers. In fact, the series is built around Samantha and Nellie’s relationship wherein 

Samantha symbolically becomes Nellie’s surrogate mother as well as her teacher.  
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Samantha and Nellie’s relationship begins in Meet Samantha when Samantha meets 

Nellie and discovers that she is a laborer. Prior, to their meeting, Samantha was unaware that 

children had to work for a living. When she hears that Nellie must leave the safety of 

housekeeping to take a factory job, she gives her only doll to Nellie. That Samantha gives Nellie 

the only doll she owns shows her propensity towards motherhood.  

In Samantha Learns a Lesson, Samantha becomes Nellie’s teacher. Not only does she 

walk Nellie to and from school, but she also sets-up what she calls the “Mount Better School” for 

her when she hears that Nellie is behind in her reading skills. After consulting with her teacher 

on how to best teach Nellie, Samantha creates the school in her attic with a blackboard, books, 

and cushions. Her plan is to help Nellie with her lessons so that she can move up to the third 

grade. They work on literacy, penmanship, and math; more importantly, the values that 

Samantha inculcates in Nellie include self-sacrifice, motherhood, and knowledge, required of 

women for the creation and maintenance of the nation. She imparts these values not only by 

teaching, and there are numerous teachers throughout the AGHC Series, as this is one of the 

iconic roles for women in the nation, but also through her compassionate attitude toward her.  

In Samantha Learns a Lesson, Samantha also learns a moral lesson from Nellie’s life 

experience, a lesson that she, in turn, teaches to her school community regarding the plight of 

children laborers in the U.S. In her one public moment within the entire series, she makes a plea 

to her audience when she speaks about the consequences of progress in America, specifically 

against child labor. Her speech exposes the ills of children laboring in factories. For example, in 

her speech, she states,  

If we were truthful we would say that the factory machines make things fast and 

cheap, but they are dangerous, too. They can hurt the children who work in the 
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factories. The machines can break their arms. They cut off their fingers. They can 

make children sick. And children who work in factories don’t have time to play or 

to go to school. (Adler, Schur, and Tripp 109)  

Samantha’s speech concludes, “[i]f our factories can hurt children, then we have not  

made good progress in America” […] And if we are kind, I believe we will take care of children” 

(111). It is through her relationship with Nellie that she has learned about the harsh reality of 

progress. It is also through their relationship that she becomes aware of the plight of lesser-

privileged children including the inaccessibility of education. In essence, Samantha participates 

in the nation by becoming an advocate for child labor laws and education. That her speech 

utilizes the rhetoric of “kindness” coupled with a sympathetic tone is reminiscent of the 

nineteenth-century sentimental novel, but particularly Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s 

Cabin and its compassionate plea regarding the ills of slavery. Like Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin, 

Samantha’s speech exudes what literary critic Jane Tompkins calls, “sentimental power.”  

It is in Changes for Samantha, that Samantha becomes Nellie’s surrogate mother. When 

Nellie and her siblings lose their parents to illness, they are left homeless. Samantha searches for 

her over the course of many weeks. She eventually finds her and her siblings in the Cold Rock 

House for Homeless Girls under the care of a cold and unkind directress, Miss Tusnelda 

Frouchy. Because visitor’s hours are so limited, Samantha sneaks to see Nellie. And when she 

discovers that she is not being fed well and lacks clothes, she takes her food and clothing. 

Samantha steps into action and becomes Nellie’s rescuer when Nellie tells her that the head of 

the orphanage is going to put her on the orphan train, but her siblings will be left behind at the 

orphanage. She pleads with Nellie, “You’ve got to come to Uncle Gard and Aunt Cornelia’s 

house. […] And I’ll be sure that you have food and blankets and everything that you need” (342-
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43). For several days, Samantha continues to be a nurturing mother for all three children. She 

sneaks food and blankets into the attic, shows concern for their well-being and even provides 

toys for the younger siblings. When Aunt Cornelia and Uncle Gard discover the three children in 

their attic, they decide to adopt them. By the end of this series, Samantha relinquishes her role as 

Nellie’s “surrogate mother” to her Aunt Cornelia. Yet, we cannot forget that it is through 

Samantha that Nellie is brought into her family. By the end of the six books, Nellie and her 

siblings have been adopted by Samantha’s upper-middle class Aunt Cornelia and Uncle Gard, a 

unity that symbolizes the unity of the nation.  

 

Women as Cultural Reproducers in the Nation: The Case of Josefina’s Tia Dolores and 

Samantha’s Grandmary and Aunt Cornelia 

According to Yuval-Davis, “women, especially older women, are given the roles of the 

cultural reproducers of ‘the nation’ and are empowered to rule on what is ‘appropriate’ behaviour 

and appearance and what is not” (37). Women are also preoccupied with the “construction of 

‘home’ […], including relations between adults and between adults and children in the family” 

(43). Within the construct of home, women become engrossed with ways of cooking and eating, 

domestic labour, play and bedtime stories (43). In effect, in their homes women create a whole 

worldview both ethical and aesthetic that can become both naturalized and reproduced (43). 

Ultimately, for Yuval-Davis, women in a patriarchal society are the guardians of culture and the 

reproducers of culture. In this role, they manage cultural boundaries and in essence, they manage 

other women including their beliefs and behavior. Not only do women pass down through 

generations their cultural beliefs, but they also bind other women to these beliefs. In other words, 
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they take as their task the job of teaching the younger generation “[s]trict cultural codes of what 

it is to be a ‘proper woman’” (47).  

Yuval-Davis’s theory on women as cultural reproducers is a useful lens with which to 

engage the AGHC Series on Josefina Montoya and Samantha Parkington. The most compelling 

relationships among the characters in these books are between the women and the young girl 

protagonists. In fact, the women who are in charge of young girls carefully teach them how to 

construct an orderly domestic space, including how to raise children, cook, entertain, sew and/or 

embroider, and even how to foster good relationships with others. By creating a well-functioning 

private space wherein they nurture and teach their young children (future citizens), these future 

wives and mothers are fulfilling their national duty. The dynamic female relationship within the 

two series fulfills Yuval-Davis’s point that women are represented as cultural reproducers. Their 

duties to their home and their charges stand at the center of these narratives. Another way of 

reading these two series is through the lens of the nineteenth century ideology of the “cult of 

domesticity” wherein women occupied themselves with domestic affairs. Even more than that, a 

woman’s mission was to morally and socially reform their households in an effort to reform the 

whole of the nation. The series on Josefina and Samantha focus on learning the domestic rituals 

that prepare them for their roles as bearers of the nation. Josefina’s guardian, Tia Dolores passes 

to her ward, cultural and religious values that must be applied to all areas of her life. Samantha 

has two different female guardians. Her first guardian is her grandmother whom she calls 

Grandmary. She is preoccupied with instructing her on being a lady and all that encompasses 

including manners and appropriate clothes. Aunt Cornelia takes over Samantha’s guardianship 

when Grandmary remarries. Aunt Cornelia focuses on teaching Samantha how to cultivate and 

foster relationships. The common emphasis within both of these series is that they stress the 
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importance of women within the domestic space; teaching young girls in the domestic arts will 

prepare them for their roles as wives and mothers so that they may educate the future citizens of 

the nation.  

Introduced in 1997, Josefina Montoya is the first and only historical character doll born 

outside the United States; she is Mexican, although the author of the Montoya series, Valerie 

Tripp, does not emphasize this, especially given that her place of residence, will become a 

territory of the United States in 1848 as a spoil of the United States war with Mexico. The six 

books that comprise the series are Meet Josefina, Josefina Learns A Lesson, Josefina’s Surprise, 

Happy Birthday, Josefina!, Josefina Saves the Day, and Changes for Josefina. In the beginning 

of the series, Josefina and her sisters are grieving over their mother’s loss. They are also 

struggling to carry out the domestic duties that are required of their gender. When Tia Dolores 

enters into their lives, she has returned home from her ten-year stay in Mexico City. She quickly 

steps into the role of being their guardian, their teacher, and the maternal figure they crave. Tia 

Dolores also represents the newly independent Mexican nation, which itself adopted a US-like 

constitution and was set-up as a Republic in 1821, a scant twenty-seven years before New 

Mexico becomes part of the United States. Ultimately, she is the female elder who is the cultural 

reproducer who sets-up their domestic space and inculcates her cultural values including her 

religious beliefs, devoting all that she does to God. For Tia Dolores, the ultimate goal is that the 

Montoya girls learn and maintain the cultural and religious values she teaches them and that they 

apply them to all areas of their lives.  

For Josefina, Tia Dolores is a welcome addition to their frontier home. In fact, at the 

outset of the narrative, Josefina’s greatest desire is that her abuelo return from his caravan to 

Mexico City with something that will remedy their dire situation. She frets that her father is still 
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grieving their mother’s loss. She is also upset that her sisters do not get along, and that their 

home is in disarray. She becomes Tia Dolores’s advocate and follower. Josefina’s sisters rebel 

against Tia Dolores and especially against her efforts to make them into more productive young 

ladies. Whereas they detest her efforts, Josefina is happy with the order that she has created in 

their home. It is even under Tia Dolores’s influence that a very shy Josefina plays the role of the 

Virgin Mary in Las Posadas.  

The sophisticated city dweller teaches them how to not only read and write but also play 

music and sew fashionable clothes. It is also under their Tia’s tutelage that Josefina and her 

sisters flourish and learn women’s arts that make for their economic survival. For example, when 

the Montoya ranch loses a flock of sheep to a flood, it is Tia Dolores teachers them how to 

weave blankets so that they can be sold. Selling blankets provides them with the much needed 

funds to buy replenish the flock they had lost.  

It is not until the last book in the series Changes for Josefina that the Montoya girls as a 

whole appreciate their Tia Dolores’s domestic lessons and her nurturing encouragement. They 

appreciate her so much that they even encourage their Papa to declare his newfound love for her, 

which leads to their subsequent marriage. By putting their home in order and learning to 

maintain it, Josefina and her sisters are preparing for and caring for the nation in the microcosm: 

nations are imagined as phenomena where both men and women carry out their respective roles 

to (re)establish order. Ultimately, with Tia Dolores’s guidance, they get their house in order; this 

prepares these New Mexicans to become part of the American nation.  

The other AG historical character who is being trained to perform her gender within the 

private sphere is Victorian-era Samantha Parkington. Because Samantha lives with her well-to-

do grandmother, her domestic duties differ drastically from those expected of Josefina. Another 
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distinct difference between Josefina’s series and Samantha’s is that the latter is being 

consistently trained by two different women who at the beginning of the series hold opposing 

values. The main difference between Grandmary, (her Grandmother) and her Aunt Cornelia is 

their belief regarding the place of women in society. Grandmary believes that women belong to a 

“separate sphere” where their power lies in their ability to inculcate moral values to children and 

even to other young women. On the other hand, Aunt Cornelia believes that women may extend 

themselves into the public sphere; they have a right to work and to vote. Yet, she herself, with 

the exception of one public-speaking engagement supporting the cause of suffrage makes her 

mark in the domestic space. In fact, her sole preoccupation is the domestic space, specifically in 

fostering her relationship with Samantha. Like Grandmary, she maintains the ceremony of tea; 

however, unlike Grandmary, she helps Samantha with baking and art projects. Although in the 

beginning of the series, Grandmary and Cornelia’s characters are set apart by their opposing 

values, by the end, Grandmary agrees with Cornelia’s “newfangled notions” for women. More 

than that, these women are similar in that they fulfill their domestic duties and train Samantha so 

that she may do the same.  

Because Samantha lost her parents at an early age, Grandmary, her maternal grandmother 

is her guardian throughout much of the series. It is not until Grandmary remarries in the last 

book, Changes in Samantha, that Samantha becomes the charge of her Uncle Gard and his wife, 

Aunt Cornelia.  

As her guardian, Grandmary teaches Samantha traditional gender values for women. In 

Meet Samantha, when Samantha wants to earn money to buy a doll, Grandmary warns her that it 

is not proper for a young lady to work outside of the home and earn money (Adler, Schur, and 

Tripp 14). Grandmary’s attitude about women earning money clearly does not apply to the 
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seamstress and housemaid who work in her house. Grandmary is also against a woman’s right to 

the vote. And this is the source of the conflict with Cornelia whom through marriage to her son 

becomes Samantha’s Aunt and is welcomed into Grandmary’s home. Not only is Cornelia a 

suffragist who speaks in the public sphere for a woman’s right to vote, she also believes that 

women have the right to earn money. Both of these women serve as role models for Samantha 

and there are times when Samantha is confused by their opposing values. Ultimately, there is a 

conflict of generations regarding women’s roles in society and in political participation. Yet, in 

spite of their conflicts, which are resolved by the end of the series, both Grandmary and Aunt 

Cornelia see Samantha as their primary duty, especially in terms of transmitting their own ideas 

and values to her.  

This conflict over the private-public role of women is exemplified, ironically, in the 

private sphere. Within the domestic ritual of teatime, Samantha’s Grandmary sets a formal 

atmosphere for tea wherein she imposes upon Samantha her traditional gender expectations. The 

focus is upon Samantha’s behavior and her physical appearance, whereas Aunt Cornelia’s 

teatime is more relaxed and the focus is on teaching Samantha how to relate to others; in other 

words, how to perform in the larger world outside the home.  

The first teatime ceremony takes place in Meet Samantha, wherein the protagonist must 

change out of her dirty clothes before teatime with her grandmother, whose motto is “discipline 

is what turns girls into ladies” (3). Her seamstress tells her, “Here you are nine years old, almost 

a lady, and still getting into mischief, like a ragamuffin. What will Grandmary say?” (4). The 

second chapter of Meet Samantha is appropriately titled “A New Girl” as it opens with a detailed 

description of the gender expectations which are akin to a queen’s presence for Grandmary and 

the princess-like appearance and manners which are imposed upon and expected of Samantha. 
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At four o’ clock, Samantha stood outside the parlor doors looking like new. It was 

time for her hour with Grandmary. Samantha’s hair was combed, her ribbon was 

perfect, her skirt hung straight and her stockings were repaired. She knocked 

softly on the door, then slipped through and made a quick curtsy to her 

grandmother…Samantha thought that Grandmary looked like a queen, especially 

during their sewing hour. Grandmary sat up very straight. Her velvet chair looked 

like a throne, with her silk gown flowing around it. Her white hair seemed made 

for a crown, with never a strand out of place. (11) 

Proper codes of gender behavior include certain feminine dress, deference to the matriarch, 

“softness” as gentle femininity, and a slight occupation of space (slipping through) and 

“daintiness.” Through this relationship with her elder guardian, Samantha is learning her proper 

role in the nation, a role defined by her Grandmary, the matriarch. Grandmary sets the 

boundaries and rules that she believes Samantha should uphold. Under Grandmary’s tutelage, 

this “princess” is becoming a teacher and a mother. She is being taught to think, speak, walk, 

dress and model “ladylike” behavior. The ribbons and stockings are symbols of this role, just as 

the “throne” is the ultimate symbol of her Grandmary’s authority, an authority exercised with a 

“velvet” touch. The matriarch’s depiction as a queen preparing the princess to reign in the castle, 

however, represents values that are conservative and antiquated in a democratic nation. It will be 

Cornelia’s role to open the pathway for the new woman in American democracy.  

It is during their teatime that Grandmary teaches Samantha that a woman, better put, a 

lady belongs within the private sphere. She gives her this lesson through the domestic art of 

embroidery, her belief that ladies do not earn money, and through her warning against Cornelia’s 

less traditional beliefs about women’s place in society. During their teatime, Grandmary and 
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Samantha are both engaged in embroidering. Samantha sighs when Grandmary hands her a small 

basket and urges her to work on her sampler, “[y]ou must work a little harder on your sampler,” 

[i]t’s not going very quickly” (13). It is during this activity that Samantha asks for a doll from 

Grandmary, who in turn, says that the doll is too expensive. Samantha’s solution is that she will 

work for the money. “I could earn the money to buy her, Grandmary. I could make boomerangs 

and sell them. The Boys’ Handy Book shows just how to do it. I could-” (14). Grandmary 

interrupts Samantha with her strong conviction, “A lady does not earn money” (14). Samantha 

responds with opposition. In fact, she quotes Cornelia’s beliefs to Grandmary, “Cornelia says 

that a woman should be able to earn money. She says that women shouldn’t have to depend on 

men for everything. She says-” (14). Before Samantha is able to continue, Grandmary interjects 

with her belief that “Cornelia has a great many newfangled notions” (14-15). Not only does this 

conversation between the elder guardian and her charge reveal Grandmary’s traditional beliefs 

about a lady’s role within the nation, it also exposes how Grandmary conducts a relationship 

with a young girl. Clearly, she believes that she knows best and that all females younger than her 

should also share her values. That Samantha is not even allowed to finish her sentences without 

interruption exposes Grandmary’s underlying belief that Samantha is not allowed to think for 

herself. Ultimately, Samantha is not supposed to have her own opinions, for as quickly as she 

asserts them, she is quieted and they are replaced with Grandmary’s strong values thus 

emphasizing the antiquated hierarchy of kingdoms, such as the one that ruled the thirteen 

colonies, before American independence, instead of the American values that will make 

Samantha a truly “American” girl.  

By contrast, Samantha’s relationship with Aunt Cornelia is less hierarchical than the one 

that she has with her Grandmary. Cornelia’s way of inculcating to Samantha her cultural values 
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is with a softer touch. Even though Cornelia is a suffragist, she is also represented as selflessly 

dedicated to her children and submissive to her husband. In the beginning of the series, 

Samantha is suspicious of Cornelia’s presence in her Uncle Gard’s life; however, she quickly 

grows fond of her. At Christmastime when she, Cornelia, and Uncle Gard go sledding, Samantha 

is surprised and pleased with Cornelia’s playful personality. She likes that Cornelia is a grown-

up lady who knows how to play. During Christmas, they make a gingerbread house together and 

for her present, Cornelia buys Samantha the doll that she has been wanting. Through the 

consumerist act of purchasing, which will be explored in Chapter Four, Samantha feels like 

Cornelia truly “understands what she wants (159). For Samantha, Cornelia “knows what’s 

special” (173). The Christmastime that they spend together creates their tight-knit bond. With 

Cornelia, Samantha is exposed to a different, better put, a more youthful and up-to-date way of 

performing gender. And when her Grandmary remarries and Samantha goes to live with her 

Uncle Gard and Aunt Cornelia, she learns to love teatime, which is strikingly different from her 

teatime with Grandmary.  

This was Samantha’s favorite time of day now that she lived in New York City 

with Uncle Gard and Aunt Cornelia. Every afternoon as dusk settled over the city, 

Samantha and Aunt Cornelia shared a pot of tea and chatted while they waited for 

Uncle Gard to come home from his office. This afternoon, Samantha noticed a big 

box on the tea table. A bit of silky pink ribbon was slipping out from under the 

lid.  

“What’s in the box, Aunt Cornelia?” she asked.  

“Valentine’s!” said Aunt Cornelia. 
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[…] “Saint Valentine’s Day is only a few weeks away. I thought we’d 

better start making our valentines now, since-” 

“We have so many to make this year!” Samantha finished eagerly. (302-

303) 

Their teatime together exemplifies Cornelia’s softer touch and the importance she places upon 

fostering her relationship with Samantha. For Cornelia, the focus is not on the ceremony of a 

formal tea with proper attire and conversation. Rather, it is a more informal setting wherein 

Cornelia fosters a loving and tolerant relationship with Samantha as opposed to a relationship 

wherein she is in command and always knows what is best for her. Simply put, Cornelia and 

Samantha share a pot of tea and chat. Samantha is not required to make herself over in terms of 

her appearance. Nor is she being instructed forcefully on more proper codes of behavior. Nor 

does Cornelia who is more egalitarian and less hierarchical interrupt Samantha to impose her will 

and superiority. In fact, Gertrude, the housekeeper is alarmed by the informality with which 

Cornelia conducts teatime with Samantha. Gertrude is aghast when Cornelia instructs her to 

place the tea tray on Samantha’s stool, leaving Samantha to sit on the floor. Whereas Samantha’s 

behavior is corrected as she sits properly in a chair embroidering with Grandmary, with Cornelia, 

Samantha sits on the floor and discusses Valentine’s Day cards. More than that, she is heard. 

After she makes a Valentine for her best friend, Nellie whom she misses, she suggests that they 

bake cookies for Nellie and her siblings. Cornelia’s response to Samantha’s prompt, “What a 

good idea!” reveals how differently Cornelia conducts her relationship with a young girl (303). 

Ultimately, Cornelia listens and respects her charge, which Samantha finds to be different and 

refreshing—this is her favorite time of day, after all.  
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One of the highly politicized gender issues that is brought to the forefront in Happy 

Birthday, Samantha! is the movement for women’s suffrage. For her tenth birthday, Samantha 

and her Grandmary take a trip to New York City to see Uncle Gard and Aunt Cornelia. Because 

there is a group of women who are gathered and speaking for women’s voting rights, Grandmary 

and Samantha are confronted with busy roads en route to Uncle Gard and Aunt Cornelia’s house. 

Grandmary is frustrated and speaks against the suffragists’ cause to Samantha: “They think 

women should be able to vote, so they get together and make a ruckus about changing the laws 

[…]. It’s all just new-fangled notions” (208).  

When Grandmary arrives to Aunt Cornelia and Uncle Gard’s house, she continues, 

Voting is not a lady’s concern. It never has been. I see no reason to change things 

now. Those suffragists are making spectacles of themselves. They should stay at 

home where ladies belong. (211)  

Cornelia almost responds to Grandmary, but then decides against it. However, 

Samantha’s curious nature emerges. “But why -?” she simply asks (212). To interrupt 

Grandmary’s response and prevent discord between his wife and his mother, Uncle Gard stops 

the conversation by choosing that time to give Samantha her birthday present, a “pram-the 

prettiest doll carriage Samantha had ever seen” (212). Not only do the aforementioned passages 

reveal Grandmary’s limited roles for girls and women, but the pram Uncle Gard gives Samantha 

in essence, is consonant with and solidifies Grandmary’s belief that women must occupy the 

private sphere wherein her duty is to her children—raising the future citizens of the nation.  

Ultimately, in Happy Birthday, Samantha!, Samantha must finally confront what she 

believes about a woman’s right to vote. When she observes Aunt Cornelia giving a speech at the 

suffragists’ meeting, she is conflicted because she knows that this belief runs counter to her 
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grandmother’s ideas about women’s role in society. Samantha says to herself, “Grandmary said 

these women are making spectacles of themselves. Was Cornelia doing something wrong?” 

(228). By the end of the book, Grandmary changes her mind and believes that in fact, women 

should be able to vote.  

On the one hand, the narrative, Happy Birthday, Samantha!, represents the birth of the 

new woman as she is obtaining her voting rights; on the other hand, the idea of any kind of 

change for women, the “change” to which Grandmary and Cornelia is speaking of is called into 

question when Samantha is given a doll carriage for her birthday present. Such a gift reifies her 

role as a mother who is meant to occupy the domestic space. The final message is that of course, 

women may leave their homes and vote, but they must also maintain their primary responsibility, 

which is to their home and children—children engendered for the nation.  

In the series on Samantha, while the message that women should be educated is brought 

home, as is the idea that women can participate in the building of the nation, there are gender 

boundaries that are never crossed. Being “ladylike,” deferring to authority and exhibiting the 

accoutrements and symbols of femininity are transmitted from one generation to the other. And 

while Cornelia offers for Samantha an alternative to Grandmary’s more traditional undemocratic 

values, Cornelia herself continues to reproduce a traditional home wherein she is dedicated to 

domestic life. And although Cornelia is a suffragist who believes that she can think for herself, 

she is best represented in the narrative as English poet Coventry Patmore’s “angel in the house.” 

The domestic ritual of teatime, playing with and nurturing children, and deferring to her husband 

are ways in which Cornelia adheres to traditional gender expectations. The “Preface” to the 

Samantha series states, “[b]ecause of girls like Samantha, America’s ideas about what women 

and girls can and cannot do are about to change” (qtd. in Samantha’s Story Collection). Yet, 
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within the series on Samantha, it is clear that the capitalist and consumerist product must be 

safeguarded: buying and caring for dolls as mothers bear and care for their children—these are 

pillars on which the nation stands.  

 

Julie Albright’s Fight for Gender Equality Within the Nation  

Because the series on Julie Albright, 1974 includes a book that centers on the 

Bicentennial Celebration, one is reminded of the first character in the AGHC Series, Felicity 

Merriman. While Felicity symbolically births a newly forming nation when she alerts the 

colonists about the British soldiers and their intentions to steal their weapons, Julie, on the other 

hand, finds a stolen scroll of signatures of those who still believe in the ideals set forth by the 

Declaration of Independence. Because she “saves the day,” she is elected to deliver the scroll to 

President Ford at the Bicentennial Celebration in the historic site, Valley Forge. The striking 

difference between these two characters is that Felicity is represented as a biological reproducer 

who is symbolically birthing the nation, while Julie, in her series of six books is represented as 

embodying the nation. In other words, she becomes the nation itself. She represents the spirit of 

the nation, learns the messages of it, and teaches herself how to utilize the laws and ideals set 

forth by the nation to fight for gender equality.  

Written by Megan McDonald, the six book series is comprised of Meet Julie, Julie Tells 

Her Story, Happy New Year, Julie, Julie and the Eagles, Julie’s Journey, and Changes for Julie. 

This is the first and only series that deals with the issue of divorce as well as with the women’s 

liberation movement. This new subject matter in the AGHC Series has an effect on how the 

female characters are constructed and what is expected of their gender. Whereas the series on 

Kaya and Samantha constructs these protagonists as symbolic mothers, and the series on Josefina 
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and Samantha constructs them as cultural reproducers who are preparing for their roles in the 

domestic sphere, and by extension, the nation, the series on Julie emphasizes the protagonist’s 

role and her mother’s role in the public sphere. When comparing these three series, there is a 

significant shift for the protagonist who moves from the private domain to the public sphere. 

Because of this, there is also a significant shift for the role of the mother who is now working 

outside the home. She is not a traditional cultural reproducer who teaches her daughter the ways 

of the household. Rather she encourages Julie’s independence. And because Julie’s mother 

works outside of the home, Julie is very often left to her own devises so much so that she 

discovers her own interests and pursues them. More than that, it is the nation itself that inspires 

Julie and leads her to pursue and accomplish her goals. She is inspired by public culture as a 

whole, mass media, specifically, and through her participation in the Bicentennial Celebration, 

she reimagines the Declaration of Independence for her own purpose. In Julie, the AGHC Series 

has constructed a girl who embodies the nation and utilizes the nation itself to challenge male 

authority. Throughout the series in fact, she sets out to prove that females and males are equals.  

This shift within the three series reflects their specific historical and cultural moment. 

That Julie and her Mother are liberated from the domestic space (private sphere) and are 

propelled into the public sphere reflects Julie’s historical moment, which is the 1970s, and the 

women’s liberation movement wherein women are liberating themselves from the traditional 

roles that had been previously expected of their gender. Moving the female characters from the 

private space and into a public one or, another way of putting it, inserting Julie and her mother 

into the marketplace as liberated women effectively prepares them to embrace their role as 

consumers. In other words, as consumers they are being given the opportunity and the fortitude 

to financially support the AG enterprise. While Chapter Four focuses on the entrepreneurism and 
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the consumer culture inherent within the AGHC Series and how the narratives themselves make 

young girls into consumers, the remainder of this chapter explores how Julie’s gender is 

constructed in her series of six books. This chapter also explores the shift from a mother and/or 

female guardian teaching her charge her role in the private domain to a mother who is no longer 

the dominant influence in a young girl’s life. Rather, it is the nation itself, its public institutions, 

including public education, the mass media, and community activism that becomes a dominant 

source of inspiration for the young female protagonist, Julie. The role of women and girls as 

biological and cultural reproducers has become a thing of the past. The series on Julie is a perfect 

example of a shift toward constructing girls and women as equal to men under the law, that is, if 

they are willing to fight for equality, the way that Julie does, and assume their economic 

responsibility—as employees and consumers.  

The first book in the series, Meet Julie puts at the forefront the issue of divorce. Julie, in 

the beginning of Meet Julie, is woefully packing up her room because she and her older teenage 

sister, Tracy is moving out of their family home and into an apartment with their mother. That 

the mother is divorcing her husband symbolically reflects the underlying theme of women’s 

liberation as the act of divorce liberates her from the institution of marriage and, in essence, from 

any domestic duties. Early in the narrative of Meet Julie, Julie becomes aware that her mother’s 

impending divorce implies that there is a difference between being a married woman and an 

unmarried one. For example, “Julie’s teacher wrote her name in perfect cursive on the board: Ms. 

Hunter” (McDonald 15). The students respond,  

“You forgot the ‘r’ in Mrs.,” a boy in the back row pointed out.  

“It’s Ms. Hunter,” she told the class, drawing out the word “mizz” to 

sounds like a buzzing bee. “Not Miss. Not Mrs.”  
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“Huh?” The students looked at each other, confused.  

“Think of it like Mr. You call a man Mr. whether he’s married or not, 

right?” 

The class nodded silently.  

“Well, Ms. is the same thing, for a woman.”  

“But why?” asked a bold girl named Allison.  

“What’s wrong with Miss or Mrs.?” 

“Whether or not a woman is married is her private business,” Ms. Hunter 

explained. “Ms. works either way.” 

Julie carefully wrote out “Ms. Hunter” in her best cursive. She wasn’t sure 

she understood. Would people be calling her Ms. Albright now? (15) 

In the 1970s, utilizing the prefix Ms. instead of Mrs. was a sign that a woman was liberated. 

Better put, the use of Ms. supported the belief that a woman whether she is married or not should 

not have to be marked as such by her prefix especially because a man’s prefix does not change 

when he marries. Not only is Julie wrestling with this new concept, but she is also wrestling with 

its implications that she will most possibly have the word, divorce attached to her name (15). 

By the end of the book, Julie comes to terms with her parent’s divorce and the new way 

that she, her sister, and divorced parents have reimagined their family. Julie decides that she is 

going to welcome and accept change. In fact, she realizes that 

She didn’t have to be afraid of change. It was different, and it was sometimes sad, 

even painful-but it was also an invitation to think new thoughts, to see things in a 

new way, to grow. Even to become a better person. (79) 
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Implied in this passage is the change that the 1970s women’s liberation brings and potentially 

offers to women. While the series on Samantha anticipates the change that will happen for 

women once they achieve the vote, the series on Julie is meant to fully realize the independence 

that girls and women have with the women’s liberation movement.  

In comparison to the series on Samantha, Josefina, and Kaya wherein women in the 

narratives are biological and cultural reproducers, it seems as if Julie’s mother has relinquished 

her role as a cultural reproducer. Julie’s mother, in fact, is an artist and an entrepreneur who 

owns her own business, Gladrags, a store that sells the latest fashions and accessories. Also 

within the series, both Julie and her mother have other interests that have little to do with the 

private sphere and its preoccupation with domesticity. Because Julie’s mother is not relegated to 

the role of cultural producer like her predecessors Samantha’s Grandmary, Aunt Cornelia, and 

Josefina’s Tia Dolores, for example, there are no scenes within the series on Julie wherein the 

mother is teaching either of her two daughters how to cook, sew, behave, and/or how to dress. In 

other words, there are no traditional gender expectations put upon them by their mother. This 

series, unlike the previous ones studied, focuses on Julie’s interests alone—interests that lay 

outside the home and developing her own personality and interests without the guidance of a 

cultural reproducer. 

Perhaps it is because Julie’s mother is a divorced woman and a business owner who 

spends little time in the home that Julie becomes independent and even looks elsewhere for 

guidance. Most of her mother’s time is spent at the store that is underneath the apartment in 

which she and her two daughters reside. She rarely cooks meals and when she does, it is 

presented as something rare and special. Ms. Albright’s liberation from marriage and the 

domestic space leaves Julie alone at home. It is an absence that Julie feels rather acutely.  
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Julie bemoans the past and how she once came home to her mother and her homemade treats 

such as “cupcakes with gooey icing.” At the same time, it is her mother’s absence from the home 

that propels Julie’s independent spirit. And while both her mother and her older teenage sister, 

Tracy encourage Julie’s pursuits, the nation itself along with new legislation and even the 

Declaration of Independence are a stronger motivating force in her life than her mother and her 

sister. Armed with the recommendations of the Education Amendment, Title IX and the way in 

which she revises the Declaration of Independence to include gender equality, Julie challenges 

male authority and pursues roles that had been previously meant for males only. 

The first book in the series, Meet Julie, is the first instance that Julie’s awareness of the 

nation’s legislation allows her to challenge male authority. Julie’s dilemma is that she wants to 

play basketball at her new school. Because there is no girls’ basketball team, she wants to try out 

for the boys’ basketball team. While she and her Father are playing basketball, she lets him know 

her desire. He is primarily concerned for her safety. 

“Honey, I know you’re good, but I’ve never heard of girls playing on a team. It’s 

a whole different thing playing on a team. It’s not like shooting hoops with me in 

the driveway, or playing a pickup game at the Y.A. team can be a lot of pressure.” 

[…] I’m not so sure it’s a good idea, Julie. I don’t want you getting hurt.” (33) 

Julie responds to her Father with her knowledge of a newspaper article that gives the 

story of an Ohio girl who is playing on the boys’ football team. “And football’s a lot rougher 

than basketball,” is Julie’s conclusion on the matter (33). Her Father responds, “Look, honey, 

I’m just not sure about this. Let me think about it” (33). While her Father’s concern is a more 

understanding response, that is, for a daughter’s safety, the coach of the basketball team, Coach 

Manley (note the masculine name), makes no effort to disguise his opposition. In fact, when she 
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goes to his office to sign-up for the team, he hands her the sign-up sheet to bake cookies for the 

bake sale. It is when she lets him know her intentions to try out for the team that he barks at her. 

“You want me to put you on the boys’ basketball team.” […] Young lady, the team is for boys, 

and boys only. Get that?” (44). Before Julie runs away disillusioned and sad, she lets him know 

that she had read in the newspaper that by law, he is required to let her play on the boys team 

(46). Rather than take her seriously, he threatens to escort her out of his office. And while Julie’s 

mother is more accommodating and understanding, she does not give her the straightforward 

answer and solution that Julie is looking for. It is their noncommittal response that propels Julie 

to seek her own solution. In fact, she continues to be encouraged by the newspaper article 

featuring the Ohio girl and the Education Amendment, Title IX that allows her to play on the 

boys’ football team. It is when she sees Hank, her neighbor who is a Vietnam Veteran that Julie 

decides to take matters into her own hands. She witnesses Hank gathering signatures in an effort 

to get the public to pay attention to the issue of the closing of the Veterans’ Center. An inspired 

Julie creates her own petition entitled, ‘Let Girls Play, Too.” Without her parents’ permission, 

Julie sets out to gather one-hundred signatures from the public who support her belief that girls 

should be allowed to play on a boys’ basketball team. By the end of the first book in the series, 

Julie has gathered the one-hundred signatures necessary for her to petition the School Board to 

let her try out and play for the boys’ basketball team. And while the uncooperative Coach 

Manley had stated that “[i]n this gym, I’m the law,” it is Julie’s attention to the public sphere—

mass media, a former Vietnam Veteran, and the nation’s new legislation—that allows her to 

exercise her citizen’s rights and enact the nation’s law which in this case, overthrows the male 

coach’s authority. 
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Julie’s document, “Let Girls Play, Too” with its one-hundred signatures petitioning to the 

School Board so that she can play on the boys’ basketball team symbolically mirrors the 

Declaration of Independence. After Julie becomes involved in rescuing the national bird, the 

Eagle from extinction in the fourth book, Julie and the Eagles, in the book that follows, Julie’s 

Journey, she decides that she wants to participate in the Bicentennial Celebration so that she can 

do something special for her country. In Julie’s Journey, Julie and her sister Tracy, join their 

relatives in a covered wagon on the wagon trail to Valley Forge, Pennsylvania. Along the 

journey, they gather signatures from the public—that is, from those who still believe in what the 

Declaration stands for. Early in the trip, Julie decides that she wants the scroll that she is carrying 

to be the one that is delivered to President Ford at the Celebration in Valley Forge. Julie sets out 

to find something that will set her wagon’s scroll apart from the others. After much sacrifice, 

Julie manages to get the oldest living person in Pennsylvania to sign it. Not only is he, John 

Witherspoon a descendant of, John Witherspoon, one of the original signers of the Declaration of 

Independence, but he also happens to have a rare copy of the Declaration that has been in his 

family for one hundred and fifty years (53). When Julie slowly unrolls the scroll for him to sign, 

her eyes fix upon the “sacred words: We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are 

created equal…” (54). That Julie’s eyes fix on these “sacred words,” it is as if she is revising this 

statement and including women where the text states, men. Julie’s revision of this document to 

include the female gender gives her the courage to see herself as equal to boys when she decides 

to run for student body president in the last book of the series, Changes for Julie.  

After John Witherspoon signs the scroll, she gazes at his signature and “[s]he felt as if 

somehow a line had been drawn, a line from some long-ago, dusty past that connected her, today, 

in 1976, with the birth of the nation two hundred years ago” (56). That she feels “connected” to 
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the “birth of the nation” symbolizes a relationship of a daughter’s connection to a mother. More 

specifically, Julie is being constructed as a daughter of the nation—the nation, in fact, has taken 

the place of her divorced mother, the one woman in the entire AGHC series who has 

relinquished her role as a cultural reproducer. In this instance, the nation is constructed as the 

female mother to its loving daughter Julie, who in every instance wants to make it proud, as she 

writes in her new journal, “Do something special for my country” (5). Against all odds, Julie 

procures John Witherspoon’s signature and because her scroll has his renowned signature, it is 

stolen by someone else on the journey who wants to sell the scroll and make a profit. Before 

Witherspoon signs the scroll for Julie, he makes sure that his history will not be sold. “My 

history is not for sale,” he warns her (55). Such a declaration is worthy of noting as it is 

completely inconsistent with the AG enterprise that consistently puts American history for sale—

albeit its own version.  

When she “saves the day” and finds the missing scroll, she is elected by the wagon 

master to present the scroll for President Ford to sign and to shake his hand (72). At the bottom 

of the page, there is an illustration of Julie standing next to President Ford. In the image, she is 

smiling and looking up at the President. The illustration serves to remind her readers that Julie 

did “do something special for her country” and because of it, she is being rewarded by meeting 

the President of the country for her good deed.  

Certainly, Julie is affected by her meeting with the President because in the book that 

follows, Changes for Julie, she herself is running for student body president. Not only is she 

fighting for her right to run for student body president because she is a sixth grader and not an 

eighth grader, but she is also running against the most popular boy in school, one who happens to 

believe that girls should not be elected for student body president. After she wins the election, 
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her campaign manager, her friend T.J. informs her that one day he will be the campaign manager 

for the president of the United States. She responds, “You’re hired! […]. When I run for 

president someday, there’s nobody I’d rather have running my campaign” (80). That the series 

ends with Julie’s hopes for the presidency reaffirms her belief that girls are equal to boys; this for 

her translates into girls have equal opportunities to boys, therefore women’s opportunities are 

equal to men’s opportunities.  

Through the publication of the AGHC Series, AG prescribes for girls the roles they 

should assume as women within the American nation. Yet, when one reads these four series 

together, the role for girls and women within the nation is marked with some ambivalence. 

Samantha and Josefina, for example, are expected to learn the duties of the domestic space 

including how to nurture children, both practice their nurturing skills with their own dolls. Of 

course, this reinforces the need to emulate this role by the reader as she obtains and nurtures her 

own doll. And even when they enter into the public realm, it is to be an advocate for children 

(Samantha), or to perform the role of mother (Josefina as Virgin Mary), and of course, Kaya is 

also represented as a maternal figure in her series. Through Julie, there is a departure from the 

realm of the private into the public wherein she symbolically becomes the daughter of the nation; 

it is from the nation that she learns her lessons. At the same time, the series concludes with her 

aspirations for presidency of the United States. By divorcing Julie from the domestic space and 

moving her into a public life, Julie, in effect, is being made into a responsible citizen, and a 

consumer that AG hopes she, and her readers, will become. 
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CHAPTER THREE. THE POLITICS OF ASSIMILATION: THE DISCOURSE OF RACIAL 

HARMONY AND THE ERASURE OF CULTURAL AND ETHNIC DIFFERENCES 

Some say there is a move by people of color to keep whites from 
writing about us, but this isn’t true. This movement isn’t about 
white people; it’s about people of color. We want the chance to tell 
our own stories, to tell them honestly and openly. We don’t want 
publishers to say, “Well, we already published a book about that,” 
and then find that it was a book that did not speak the truth about 
us but rather told someone-on-the-outside’s idea of who we are.  

—Jacqueline Woodson in “Who Can Tell My Story?” 

On November 19, 2014, Jacqueline Woodson won the National Book Award for Young 

People’s Literature for Brown Girl Dreaming. Her book, which is told in verse, tells of her 

experience as an African American girl growing up in the South and her family’s move to New 

York for better opportunities. The story is also explicit about racial relations and growing up 

during the Civil Rights Movement. At the National Book Award Ceremony wherein Woodson 

receives her award, Daniel Handler whose pseudonym is Lemony Snicket stood-in as the master 

of ceremonies. After he gives Woodson her award, he says to the audience, “Jackie’s allergic to 

watermelon, just let that sink in your mind” (A17). He has since apologized for his racist 

comment and has donated money to We Need Diverse Books, a grass roots organization 

committed to diversifying children’s literature.  

In response, Woodson wrote “The Pain of the Watermelon Joke,” an Op-Ed piece in The 

New York Times. In the article, she addresses the history of African Americans represented as 

caricatures eating watermelons. She addresses the hideousness of the stereotype and when it 

began to sink in for her and how her allergy could even be a “physical revulsion that came from 

the psychological impression and weight of the association” (A17). Her mission as a writer has 

been to change the face of literature and erase stereotypes. She is, as her title suggests, a brown 

girl dreaming. Yet, along with her accolade, the stereotype and the violent representation of 
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African Americans presented itself again. Rather than take the moment to honor her 

achievement, Handler takes the moment to represent her as a stereotype, that is, as she is walking 

off stage with an award at the National Book Award Ceremony.  

 Woodson’s Brown Girl Dreaming, her Op-Ed piece, “The Pain of the Watermelon Joke” 

and her article, “Who Can Tell My Story?” serve as a backdrop for an analysis of the 

representation of racial difference in the AGHC series. While Woodson offers an authentic 

representation of her life as a girl of color in Brown Girl Dreaming, she herself was represented 

as a stereotype at the National Book Award Ceremony. Handler’s racist comment and 

Woodson’s Op-Ed piece, “The Pain of the Watermelon Joke” serve as a reminder of the 

continued struggle for women authors of color to be taken seriously for their craft as well as the 

injustice of being represented as a stereotype in life and in fictional narrative. Because the 

AGHC series includes girls of color and two of the series are written by women of color, 

Cecile’s series is written by Denise Lewis Patrick and Addy’s series is written by Connie Porter, 

are their representations of girls of color authentic even if they are written through AG’s editorial 

guise.  

I enter into the AG community through a close look at an annual event, the AG Fashion 

Show. The past two events that I have attended which are held at Houston’s Junior League 

Society have both ended with the same song, “I Like Your Style,” as I discussed in Chapter One. 

The girls who participated in the show as AG historical character dolls congregate on stage to 

dance and sing to a song that serves as a perfect conclusion to a show that celebrates its sense of 

Americanness. The lyrics that are printed on the last page of the program provided at the Sunday 

afternoon tea are as follow, “See my sparkle, my spirit, my own kind of style! Inside I feel it and 

I want to smile! […] Take a good look at me-I’m glad to be an American Girl” (Programme for 
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Fashion Show at Junior League of Houston on November 16, 2014). The song ends with the 

chorus, “I’m glad to be an American Girl.” I read this song, “I Like Your Style” as a lengthy 

metaphor for the AG project, one that reflects U.S. dominant myths like U.S. exceptionalism and 

Manifest Destiny. That the song focuses on an individual girl’s “own spirit and own kind of 

style” reflects the U.S. guiding myth of exceptionalism and its belief that the U.S. is a unique and 

exceptional nation made for an elect Christian peoples. This guiding myth of exceptionalism is 

expressed in a prevalent aphorism that the United States is a unique “melting pot,” or in e 

pluribus unum, the Latin phrase on U.S. currency emphasizing that although the nation is made 

of many, it is a nation of one. This dominant myth is also expressed in American nineteenth-

century landscape paintings painted by artists of the Hudson River School. America is depicted 

as a New Eden and pioneers as the New Adam. In such paintings, the U.S. land is painted 

expansively with light shining through the trees and onto the land. This portrayal has since been 

read by art historians and literary critics as a symbol for America’s belief system that the 

American landscape was created and ordained by God especially for Anglos to cultivate, settle, 

and spread Christianity. This belief in Manifest Destiny, that the land is unique and exceptional 

and created especially for its Anglo pioneers more than anything is a way to justify U.S. 

colonization of Native peoples and land. With its Christian overtones, Manifest Destiny and the 

way in which it was carried out through colonialism sets up a dichotomy between who belongs to 

the American nation and who is to be excluded.  

Speaking to issues of colonialism, Bhabha in The Location of Culture argues that it is 

through colonial discourse that the colonizer desires to see the colonized as “a subject of a 

difference that is almost the same, but not quite” (86). The idea being that the colonizer uses 

power to impose its assumptions, beliefs and values onto the colonized, but as French 
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poststructuralist Michel Foucault has showed us power creates resistance and those assumptions 

beliefs and values are arbitrary. For Bhabha, when difference is eliminated, the colonizer’s 

power is obliterated. Bhabha’s theory on colonialist discourse is a useful one for analyzing 

children’s literature wherein adults and their capitalist enterprise (colonizers) impose their 

assumptions, beliefs, and values onto children (colonized). Reading children’s literature as a 

form of colonialist discourse also exemplifies Bhabha’s notion of ambivalence wherein adults 

and children are put into an ambivalent relationship wherein children themselves are not even 

writing the literature as children’s literary critics Perry Nodelman and Jacqueline Rose have so 

cogently argued. Instead, it has been written for them by the “hidden adult.” For Nodelman, 

children’s literature is written through the “hidden adult,” through his/her own agendas that 

reflect his/her own values, assumptions, and beliefs.  

With its nationalist preoccupations and the ways in which it imposes its colonialist and 

consumerist practices, the AG project is a visual and textual site that is ripe for an analysis that 

takes for granted the ambivalent relationship between a colonizing (adult) and the possibly 

colonized (young reader and consumer). AG is explicitly creating a community with a belief 

system that reflects U.S. dominant myths. And while AG recognizes difference through its 

inclusion of girls of color, to name a few, Kaya is a representative for Native Americans, 

Josefina stands in for a Hispanic community, and Addy fulfills an African-American experience, 

these girls of color and their stories become subsumed under the AG project that promotes U.S. 

dominant myths of exceptionalism with its beliefs that the U.S. is a free nation and these 

freedoms are extended to all of its citizens. The U.S. myths of exceptionalism are also promoted 

through democratic inclusion and exclusion. It becomes clear in the series of books that to 

belong to a community, and by extension, to a nation, it is a requirement to embrace 
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commonality amongst a community’s different peoples. While AG recognizes difference, it is 

ultimately undermined through the erasure of difference. For the many to become one, e pluribus 

unum, the myths of freedom and inclusion through homogeneity is the first-order of business. 

AG imagines itself through a colonialist and a capitalist discourse that privileges the 

dominant U.S. national value of freedom. In Chapter One, I examined the three series on 

Felicity, Addy, and Kit and how they themselves become symbols of the national value of 

freedom and independence during pivotal moments in U.S. history. The primary message of the 

three series is that the U.S. is an exceptional nation that grants freedom and independence to its 

citizens. In the first part of this chapter, I take a closer look at democratic inclusion and 

exclusion. By looking at two different series, the books on Kirsten, a Swedish immigrant, and 

Cecile, a gens de couleur de libre, their narratives make clear that to become a part the U.S. body 

politic there is a price that must be paid, to reiterate Addy’s parents, “freedom has a price.” 

Essentially, within the AGHC series, immigrants, like Kirsten must adapt and assimilate into 

America’s superior cultural ways and/or privilege homogeneity over heterogeneity, as in the case 

of Cecile. The second part of this chapter takes educator Stuart H. D. Ching’s premise that within 

multicultural children’s literature there is a drive to create a discourse of racial harmony. Within 

the interracial relationships between Kirsten and Singing Bird and Marie-Grace and Cecile, the 

discourse of racial harmony runs the risk of erasing a violent U.S. history of genocide as well as 

the nation’s history of racial segregation. 

 

Kirsten’s “Belonging,” Or, Democratic Inclusion  

To review, Swedish immigrant and pioneer, Kirsten Larson was one of the first historical 

character dolls accompanied by the six book series that Pleasant Rowland created and made 
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available through her mail-order catalogue. Written by Janet Shaw, the six books in the series 

that tell her story are Meet Kirsten, Kirsten Learns A Lesson, Kirsten’s Surprise, Happy 

Birthday, Kirsten!, Kirsten Saves the Day, and Changes for Kirsten. The story of Kirsten and her 

family is the story of mid-nineteenth century immigrants who are the American pioneers who 

cultivate the land and forge for themselves a new life in an abundant landscape. In 1854, Kirsten 

and her family emigrate from Ryd, Sweden where their crops are failing. After their treacherous 

journey across the Atlantic Ocean, they meet Kirsten’s paternal Uncle Olav, his American wife 

and children in the Minnesota Territory where they are thriving on the land. Within the course of 

a couple of years, Kirsten’s family owns a home and land. As her mother states, “This is the 

home your papa and I dreamed we’d have in America” (Shaw, Kirsten 355). That they realize the 

dream of owning a home and land in America filters into the national myth that America is a 

land filled with opportunity, while ownership is regarded as one of those opportunities that 

makes one American. The belief in the American dream is one of the many myths that propel 

Kirsten’s narrative. Ultimately, Kirsten’s books uphold the national value that the United States 

is a great and friendly nation that embraces its immigrants by giving them the freedom to live off 

the land, by giving them the opportunity to learn English, and thereby enabling them to 

assimilate into American culture and, thus, become Americans—there are no nativists in sight to 

reject immigrants or foreigners in this mythic landscape.  

Kirsten’s story poses Kirsten’s father, Papa, as Thomas Jefferson’s yeoman farmer. Not 

only does the yeoman farmer cultivate the land, but he is also a symbol for the foundation of a 

new democracy that believes in “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.” Kirsten’s Papa, 

through his farming also realizes the American dream of owning a home and “their very own 

land” which enable him and his family to make a living (352). While Papa’s character 
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symbolizes Jefferson’s agrarian philosophy through the yeoman farmer, Kirsten embodies those 

national values that America upholds: that Americans are brave and that the nation itself is brave, 

that America is a kind and friendly nation, and immigrants are more than willing to trade-in their 

native cultural ways for better American ones. Kirsten has heart, like Papa urges; in other words, 

she cultivates and maintains her bravery in a rugged landscape. That she befriends everyone in 

the nation including Indians reflects the American belief that the United States is a kind, friendly 

and pluralistic nation—e pluribus unum. Thus, we have the American dream coupled with the 

melting pot: there is opportunity for all peoples to come together to forge the American nation 

and derive its material benefits, as long as they leave their cultural distinctions behind them, 

“melting,” so to speak. Kirsten willingly gives up her Swedish clothes for American ones and 

she cannot wait to give up her bonnet for a straw hat to wear proudly at the July 4th Celebration. 

She also gives up her native tradition of looming for the American tradition of quilt making; 

American ways are better and perhaps, even more desirable than other cultural ways. Because 

she willingly acculturates and embraces American values and way of life, because she quickly 

learns how to speak English, Kirsten embodies the nation and she becomes the nation. She 

embodies the melting pot forging a nation of immigrants.  

In Meet Kirsten, Kirsten is so curious about America that when she is walking around 

New York with her father, she accidentally gets lost in the crowd. Kirsten sits “bravely” on a 

porch because she wants to “have heart” like Papa says Mama has (20). It is at this moment that 

she has her first encounter with an American. Following their initial meeting, the “brown-haired 

young woman” gives her a drink of water and sits down with her. Aware of their language 

barrier, Kirsten decides the best way to communicate is through a picture. Kirsten “outline[s] the 

shape of the Eagle [the ship] in the dust” as a way to communicate with her (22). The young 
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woman with the “gentle voice” responds by taking Kirsten to the river where the ships are 

docked. Before Kirsten and her family can thank the young woman for her kindness, she has 

already walked away. The author Shaw recaps,  

Kirsten realized that the kind woman was gone. She pointed to her, walking away 

along the path beside the river. “I drew a picture of our ship and that American 

lady helped me find it.” (23) 

This initial encounter between Kirsten and the kind woman is a central metaphor for Kirsten’s 

series. In fact, depicting the young woman as kind, with a gentle voice could be read as a symbol 

for the nation. That we do not know her name and that she leaves without waiting for 

acknowledgment for her kind gesture is a way of saying that all Americans, even those that are 

anonymous act kindly—this serves as an introduction to American society. By extension, the 

nation as a whole is kind and friendly to all of its peoples, including newcomers such as 

immigrants like Kirsten and her family. Yet, is it through her friendship with Singing Bird that 

we realize that a discourse of racial harmony is imposed upon a friendship, a friend who 

ultimately, is not included into the U.S. body politic.  

In the chapter, “Belonging” in Kirsten Learns a Lesson, it is the first time that Kirsten 

considers herself as belonging to her new nation, America. This chapter sets-up a dynamic 

between two characters—the native (Singing Bird) who will be excluded from the body politic 

and the new immigrant (Kirsten) who is being included into the nation. Whereas Singing Bird is 

represented as the romanticized native whose notion of freedom is roaming the land, Kirsten, by 

contrast, is the civilized girl who sees freedom in farming and owning land and learning the 

language of that new land. Prior to seeing Singing Bird outside of her classroom, Kirsten calmed 

her nerves by closing her eyes and reciting a poem about a swiftly sailing ship, per her teacher’s 
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instructions. At first, she wants to roam free with Singing Bird. Yet, it is after her recitation that 

she realizes she belongs to America. She thinks to herself that [s]he wasn’t sure when this place 

had become her own, but she belonged here now” (116). It is as if the recitation created her; 

essentially, through her acquisition of the English language, she joins the American nation. 

 Kirsten’s series is about the immigrant experience. More specifically, the primary 

message is that for immigrants to belong to the nation, they must assimilate into its cultural 

ways. For Kirsten, “becoming an American” is essentially assimilating into the nation. In the 

beginning of the series, Kirsten anticipates that she will spend her time longing for her native 

Sweden, but as it turns out, she finds it easy to make America her home because the nation is 

filled with kind people who welcome her into the nation and from whom she learns American 

culture which is represented as superior to her native Swedish cultural ways. In Meet Kirsten, she 

puts on her American cousin’s dress instead of her own native one. Her aunt and mother tease 

her, “Who’s this new girl?” “Have I met her before?” Her Aunt Inger asks. Kirsten’s mother 

proudly responds, “Why, don’t you recognize Kirsten Larson, my American daughter?” (48) By 

the end of the series, her exclamation is indeed true, Kirsten has become an American and fully 

embraced her new identity and her new home as she welcomes her father home to “their very 

own land” (352). Of course, what is erased in this narrative is that Kirsten and her family’s “very 

own land” is at the expense of Singing Bird and her community which had to move away 

because of Kirsten and her family’s encroachment upon their land. Dispossessed from their land, 

Singing Bird and her family are excluded from Kirsten’s narrative, in essence from the AG 

community. Perhaps AG corrected Singing Bird’s exclusion sixteen years later when AG 

introduced Kaya, the Nez Perce historical character doll and her series of books into the AG 

enterprise.  
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The Politics of Homogeneity: The Case of Cecile Rey; Or, the Discontinued Creole Girl 

  The series on Marie-Grace and Cecile focuses on their interracial friendship. Yet, the 

series, through Cecile, reiterates the point that although she and Marie-Grace are different, they 

share much in common. Marie-Grace is an Anglo girl who has returned to New Orleans from 

New England with her father. Cecile, on the other hand, is a Creole girl from a prominent family 

from New Orleans. Although the series never describes Cecile and her family as Creole, nor as 

mixed-race. Rather, she and her family are described as gens couleur de libre, free people of 

color. Readers are aware of her cultural differences through the illustrations of Cecile, the 

narrative descriptions of her brown skin and her dark hair, as well as through what education 

scholar Sandra Nieto calls the four Fs: food, festivals, folklore, and fashion. She argues that very 

often, ethnic diversity in multicultural children’s literature and especially in the classroom 

curriculum is represented through these four elements. The repercussions of this representation, 

according to Nieto, is that ethnic diversity runs the risk of becoming a stereotype wherein ethnic 

peoples are only seen through the foods they eat, the clothes they wear, the ways in which they 

celebrate, as well as through folkloric beliefs. The three books on Cecile are no exception in 

terms of representing her family’s cultural difference through food as the books are laden with 

descriptions and illustrations of traditional Creole food.  

In spite of representing difference through the food in which Cecile and her family eats, 

the series is more of a celebration of what the two girls share in common. By highlighting their 

shared interests, the narrative erases their cultural differences, thereby erasing race and 

privileging homogeneity over heterogeneity. It is their attendance, more specifically how they 

“switch places” so that they can attend two balls. While Cecile has attended Mardi Gras balls in 
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the past, she has never attended the Children’s Opera Ball. She tells Marie-Grace, “I am going to 

a ball. But we free people of color have our own separate Mardi Gras parties and balls” (Patrick 

and Buckey 63). Marie-Grace who is new to the community frowns in disappointment and 

bewilderment. “Why?” she asks. Cecile responds, “Because…Cecile shrugged. It has always 

been that way” (63). While the narrative, Meet Marie-Grace represents Cecile as nonchalant 

regarding the “separate” balls (the word segregation is never used). As readers, we discover in 

Meet Cecile that Cecile wants both she and Marie-Grace to switch places at the balls so that they 

can both experience the one that they are not allowed to attend. To make their switch possible, 

Cecile finds two fairy costumes from The Magic Flute in Madame Oceane’s trunk of costumes. 

After they make the crucial switch, Cecile thinks to herself, 

She had imagined that the two balls might be different, when they were really so 

much alike. And she had wondered if the people in the ballrooms would be 

different, yet they seemed much the same, too. Yes, Cecile thought, somehow on 

this Mardi Gras night everyone seemed to be very much the same, no matter 

where they danced. (72) 

During Cecile’s “adventure” as a result of switching places with Marie-Grace, she notices that 

the food is the same, the music is the same and even the “mothers who gossiped behind their lace 

fans” are the same (68). The message is clear. AG’s girls of color are included into the AG 

community when they willingly erase their differences that are represented through the four Fs 

and embrace their commonalities with Anglos. By creating a narrative wherein a girl of color 

celebrates the “sameness” between two balls (one in which people of color are excluded) AG is 

erasing a history of racial segregation in mid nineteenth-century New Orleans. The last book in 

the series, Cecile’s Gift says it best. When “bakers, carpenters, actors, artists, dancers, and 
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musicians” come together for a benefit for orphaned children, Cecile hear[s] “French and 

Spanish, English and German. Faces of every color mingled together in the crowd” (57). 

Although Cecile is posed observing the differences, she thinks to herself, “everyone had 

forgotten their differences” (57). In this scene, AG is making it clear that to belong to its 

community; one must forget difference and instead concentrate on the commonalities between 

peoples.  

 

The Discourse of Racial Harmony: Interracial Friendships and Happy Endings  

The second part of this chapter looks at interracial friendships and their representation in 

the AGHC series as harmonious, thereby creating a discourse of racial harmony that ignores 

issues of power. The discourse of racial harmony motivation also becomes apparent in Addy’s 

series and its ‘happy ending’. Literary critic and educator Stuart H. D. Ching in “Multicultural 

Children’s Literature as an Instrument of Power” argues that only representing racial harmony 

has the effect of erasing systemic issues of power. To make his argument, he utilizes Eve 

Bunting’s picture book, Smoky Night in his children’s literature course as a way to explore how 

and “if” it is possible to “portray intersections of race, violence, and power ethically in a 

children’s book” (128). Ching juxtaposes Bunting’s Smoky Night with its theme of the 1992 Los 

Angeles Riots-the beating of Rodney King and those students in his classroom who grew up in 

South Central Los Angeles at the time of the riots. While the mother in Smoky Night explains to 

her daughter, “[a]fter a while [the riots are] like a game” (qtd in Ching 128), the students 

remember being taken to shelters or even to different parts of Los Angeles. They also remember 

how their parents explained the riots to them, “something bad was done to a man and now people 

are mad” (128). These two distinct ways of seeing the 1992 Riots, Bunting’s picture book which 
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represents rioting as a “game;” on the other hand, the students’ awareness through their parents’ 

belief in the injustice of King’s explains the dichotomy between the “cultural outsider” and the 

“insider’s perspective.” The “insider’s perspective,” for Ching, “acknowledges power used by a 

nation-state to unjustly and brutally exert force against a citizen” (128). As a way to counter the 

brutal force, according to Ching, the masses of South Central Los Angeles responded with a 

“counter-display of power” (128). Bunting, on the other hand, in her children’s book is the 

“cultural outsider” who narrates the rioting as “chaos-the event, a frenzied ‘game’” (128). This 

latter representation of the 1992 Riots, for Ching, more than anything reveals the “legacy of 

systemic justice that ghettoizes large segments of urban America into one image” (129). Whereas 

Ching, and those students who are insiders find the rioting to be a reaction to King’s beating as 

an “expression of power in response to a legacy of powerlessness” (129).  

To further engage Bunting’s text as a site that reveals power and powerlessness, he poses 

two crucial questions: “Does Bunting’s text ‘liberate and empower’ the citizens of South Central 

Los Angeles? Or, does it discipline and attempt to educate them on race relations without 

addressing the systemic issues of power that oppress and impoverish poor communities?” (129). 

Ching’s analysis of Smoky Night written by a cultural outsider against the student’s insider 

perspective reveals issues of power, specifically “those who can speak and those who are spoken 

about” (129). For Ching, this is what is at issue in multicultural children’s literature, literature 

that represents ethnic cultures, more often than not is preoccupied with promoting cultural 

awareness and sensitivity while overlooking “the control, deployment, and management of 

power” (129). Another way of putting it, for Ching, children’s fiction “substantiates racial 

harmony in place of reparation” (130). As a consequence, the work of fiction “masquerades as 

advocacy” when what it is really doing is “subverting minority causes” (130). Smoky Night, for 
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Ching, puts a “discourse of racial harmony” in place of a systemic critique of the inequities that 

caused the L.A. Riots in the first place. Ching tells us that Bunting’s narrative closes with the 

“characters learn[ing] interracial understanding from their cats” (131). The final illustration of 

two cats snuggled together becomes a metaphor for interracial harmony where previously their 

existed strife and ignorance (131). The“[d]iscourses of racial harmony,” Ching contends, “are 

appealing because they celebrate good will and benevolence” (131). Yet, for Ching, this kind of 

discourse has its limits. It doesn’t awaken readers to economic and social conditions that create 

“substandard social conditions that catalyze violence” (131). And because it overlooks the 

discourse of power, Ching argues, “it cannot change the inequitable systemic structures and 

hierarchies that reproduces the conditions in the material world” (131).  

The crux of Ching’s argument that more often than not multicultural literature focuses on 

racial harmony, good will and benevolence and how this representation causes young readers to 

overlook issues of power in multicultural children’s literature sheds light on the AGHC Series. 

While the series is not specifically considered multicultural children’s literature, the inclusion of 

ethnic dolls with their corresponding books that deal with issues of race and ethnicity need to be 

analyzed through a critical lens of multicultural children’s literature, like the one Ching offers. 

Specifically, I look to those series that deal with either friendships between Anglo girls and girls 

of color or racialized historical events, such as slavery, the Civil War and the Emancipation 

Proclamation. In the first instance, a revisionist history that privileges racial harmony in 

interracial friendships is a recurrent theme. These friendships based on good will and 

benevolence becomes apparent in the relationships between Kirsten Larson, the Swedish 

immigrant and her friendship with a Native girl, Singing Bird, and the friendship between Marie 

Grace, the Northern Anglo girl and Cecile Rey, whom series labels a gens de couleur libre. In 
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the case of Addy Walker, the African American girl living during the Civil War, racial harmony 

does not apply to relationships between Anglos and girls of color. To be exact, the series offers a 

more authentic history that puts at the forefront through narrative and illustration racial violence 

and injustice between the White masters and Black slaves. Yet, by the end of the narrative, racial 

harmony is privileged through Addy’s reading of the Emancipation Proclamation. This 

revisionist gesture, first that she is the one chosen to read the Emancipation Proclamation in front 

of her congregation is certainly an empowering representation of an African American girl who 

has been freed from the binds of slavery. Second, that the entire series ends with the 

Emancipation Proclamation is a hopeful representation of the ending of the Civil War and 

slavery. To make Ching’s questions fitting for my analysis, I ask, is this revisionist history 

ethical? Or, is it another way that children’s literature, like the AGHC series, creates a racial 

harmony of benevolence and goodwill, which effectively erases continued systemic issues of 

racial violence and intolerance?   

 

Kirsten and Singing Bird’s Friendship in Mid-Nineteenth Century Minnesota Territory     

Kirsten’s bravery enables her to adjust to her new life. The friendly encounter between 

Kirsten and the “brown haired young woman” not only sets the stage that Kirsten’s new home, 

America, is a friendly place, but it also takes us to another friendly encounter between Kirsten 

and a Minnesota native, an Indian (as the narrative calls her), named Singing Bird. While 

Kirsten’s cousin Lisbeth warns her, “Some people say Indians are kind, […]. They say the 

Indians gave them deer meat and corn when they needed food. But other people say the Indians 

are cruel and bloodthirsty” (Shaw, Kirsten 73). Kirsten ignores Lisbeth’s beliefs about Indians. 

Instead, she follows her own heart and sense of bravery when she secretly befriends Singing 
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Bird. The language barrier between Kirsten and Singing Bird does not inhibit their friendship. 

Rather, they find other ways of communicating with one another. For example, they exchange 

small gifts that reflect their cultural heritage. While Kirsten leaves at their meeting place a little 

doll shaped from mud, doll cakes, and a green button, Singing Bird in turn, leaves a bird feather, 

two beads on a leather thong, and a tiny woven basket (80-81). That Kirsten befriends an Indian 

girl in spite of being warned against it reflects that she is guided by her heart and bravery, which 

are shown time and time again throughout the narrative.  

One cannot ignore that Kirsten’s books are a revision of United States history with 

Indians. In other words, Kirsten understands the complexity of the situation between Indians and 

settlers. She understands that her very presence, that is, through the settler’s cultivation of the 

land, the Indian way of life and more importantly, their source of food is being driven away. 

Kirsten shows a level of compassion that is not reflected in the other characters in this series. For 

example, Kirsten understands that “if the settlers made a home here, Indians would have to find a 

new home” (116). And she remembers what it is like to feel hunger. While her cousin Lisbeth 

has wavering beliefs toward Indians, and their teacher, Miss Winston warns Kirsten against 

befriending Indians, as readers, we are set-up to agree with Kirsten’s compassionate reflection on 

Indian and American relations. That we side with Kirsten has the effect of erasing the genocide 

on the Indians by both colonizers and immigrants as well as by official U.S. policy. It puts in its 

place a revised history in other words, the narrative “imagines a community” wherein immigrant 

pioneers like Kirsten befriend Indians and understand their plight. Even further, Kirsten is 

influenced by Singing Bird’s life in that she wants to be free like her Indian friend—which in 

itself may be a trite stereotype of the Noble Savage. When Singing Bird shows up to Powderkeg 

School, she asks Kirsten (Yellow Hair) to join her and her family on their search for buffalo and 
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deer. Kirsten reflects, “[I]f she lived with Singing Bird she would be free to roam the woods all 

day. She and Singing Bird would always be together” (114). However, when she walks back into 

her classroom, she becomes aware that she has found the place where she belongs. For example, 

when her teacher says, “You’ve been gone a long time, Kirsten. I thought you’d found that ship 

in your poem and sailed back to Sweden” her teacher is referring to the first poem Kirsten recited 

in English to the class (116). While her teacher’s words remind Kirsten of the possibility of 

returning to her native home, Kirsten simply responds, “[N]o ma’am” (116). At the same time, 

Kirsten “look[s] around the cozy room crowded with busy children” and thinks to herself that 

[s]he wasn’t sure when this place had become her own, but she belonged here now” (116). In this 

chapter, entitled “Belonging” it is the first time that Kirsten considers herself as belonging to this 

new nation, America. “Belonging” also sets-up a dynamic between two characters—the native 

(Singing Bird) and the new immigrant (Kirsten)— wherein one reflects a romanticized notion of 

freedom and roaming the land and the other reflects the freedom of living and farming a new 

land and learning the language. Prior to seeing Singing Bird outside her classroom, Kirsten 

calmed her nerves by closing her eyes and then reciting the poem about the swiftly sailing ship. 

And while she wants to roam free with Singing Bird, it is through this recitation that she realizes 

that she belongs in America. It is as if the recitation created her; essentially, through her 

acquisition of the English language, she joins the American nation. Ultimately, Kirsten’s books 

are about the immigrant experience, specifically about the process of assimilation as well as who 

is included and excluded from the nation. Becoming an American is essentially assimilating into 

the nation. Kirsten’s level of compassion, good will, and benevolence toward Singing Bird and 

her family emphasizes the series’ dedication to emphasizing racial harmony between a new 

immigrant White culture and Minnesota’s native peoples. That their friendship is written through 
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racial harmony erases Native American dispossession and genocide. As readers, we are set up to 

believe that this interracial relationship existed in spite of its ahistoricity. Furthermore, because 

we identify with Kirsten, we see her good will as a symbol of our own good will. This textual 

moment of identification has the possible effect of creating young readers who will ignore the 

United States’ horrific treatment of Native Americans. U.S. history with its history of 

colonialism and genocide is being erased. Put in its place is a revised history of the United 

States—one wherein the nation’s history is innocent.  

 

Marie-Grace and Cecile in Mid-Nineteenth Century New Orleans: A Discontinued Friendship  

On May 20, 2014, AG announced on its Facebook page, “[s]oon, we’ll say farewell to 

Marie-Grace, Cecile, Ruthie and Ivy. Compete your collection while supplies last-quantities are 

extremely limited” (qtd. in Levy). According to journalist Emily Levy’s “American Girl Kills 

Off Asian, Black Dolls” in Voactiv, the “Facebook post spawned more than 1,100 comments” 

wherein AG consumers expressed their frustration over the discontinuation of the ethnically 

diverse dolls, Cecile Rey and Asian American Ivy Ling (friend in Julie’s series). Their posts 

show a concern that AG’s discontinuation of these dolls was racially motivated. AG’s senior PR 

representative, Stephanie Spanos countered this belief, when she posted, “[r]ace has nothing to 

do with the brand’s decision; rather, it’s, a tactical business choice about the value of its 

historical dolls like Cecile and Ivy, and all part of the company’s slow but relatively silent 

evolution as a brand working to refresh its appearance” (Levy). She further addressed issues of 

race in her email to Voactiv when she writes, “[w]hile we are archiving these characters as part 

of this shift in strategy, we remain incredibly proud of the wide range of backgrounds, cultures 

and races offered in all of our doll lines. We’re honored that people look to us as a leader in 
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creating high-quality, diverse characters” (Levy). There is not anything surprising about a PR 

representative, taking the negative comments about AG’s discontinuation of the dolls and the 

idea that they are being discontinued because of race and turning that into a positive statement 

about its role in commerce. For her, this means that AG has taken a leadership role in providing 

“high-quality and diverse characters.” It is these high quality and diverse characters that 

motivates my analysis on Marie-Grace and Cecile and their discontinued friendship.  

In spite of AG’s “archiving” of these two historical characters, I chose to include them in 

this analysis for two reasons. First, their strong interracial friendship was a new development for 

AG. Yes, Julie Albright has as a friend Ivy Ling, but their friendship is not the center of the 

storyline. Second, the series on Marie-Grace and Cecile is told differently from previous ones. It 

took AG away from its usual book-series formula wherein the historical doll is the protagonist 

while her friend is a secondary character, who comes in and out of the narratives, like in the case 

of Ivy who does not appear in all of the books in Julie’s series. With the series on Marie-Grace 

and Cecile, each character takes turns as the protagonist in her own story. For example, the six 

book series is as follows: Meet Marie-Grace, Meet Cecile, Marie-Grace and the Orphans, 

Troubles for Cecile, Marie-Grace Makes A Difference, and Cecile’s Gift. Each character has 

three books, which negates the single protagonist storyline for the entire series. This books series 

is innovative in the way its story is not merely about one girl’s development, but also about the 

development of an interracial friendship. It is this new way of conceiving of the series that makes 

their interracial friendship the heart of the series. Yet, is this interracial friendship that takes 

place in mid-nineteenth century New Orleans, a plausible one? Or, is it another way that AG has 

created a revisionist history that privileges racial harmony; thereby, erasing mid-nineteenth 

century New Orleans racial politics of segregation.  
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At their first encounter, Marie-Grace “stands awkwardly for a moment” when she notices 

that Cecile has “warm brown skin” and “sparkling hazel eyes.” (Buckley 19) She is already 

aware that Cecile is a gen de couleur libre. Her uncle, in fact, had already explained that in New 

Orleans there are free people of color that “have some of the rights that white people have” 

(Buckley 14). When Marie-Grace meets Cecile, Cecile knows that she is a free person of color. 

She also knows that her father has always spoken against slavery believing that “all people 

should be treated equally” (Buckley, Meet Marie-Grace 14). Yet, she stands in front of Cecile 

“awkward.” But only for a moment because she remembers her father telling her that all people 

should be treated equally (Buckley 14). The narrative is set up so that we, as readers, agree with 

her father’s stance against slavery and his belief in equality for everyone. At the same time, this 

initial encounter also sets the stage for their friendship. Marie-Grace and Cecile immediately 

connect with one another. In fact, their meeting is depicted wherein they are represented shaking 

hands with bright smiles on their faces as they look into one another’s eyes (Buckley 20). The 

illustration that demonstrates the joy in their faces at their initial meeting and the handshake that 

symbolizes their friendship is an effectual visual that shows that Marie-Grace is no longer 

awkward with Cecile. Like her father, she is accepting of others. Taking her father’s beliefs and 

making them her own as well as her immediate connection to Cecile is a way that the narrative 

and the illustration come together and show the young reader that this friendship; however 

ahistorical, is not an implausible one for the series.  

 Their initial meeting is also told in Cecile’s first book in the series, Meet Cecile. While 

Marie-Grace feels awkward at their first meeting, Cecile is suspicious of her because she is an 

Americaine. Before Cecile meets Marie-Grace at her voice lesson, she and her Grand-pere go to 

Madame Zulime’s candy shop to get their favorite pralines. While there, they encounter two men 
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at the sweet shop who say to Grand-pere, ‘[w]atch where you are goin’, boy!” (Patrick and 

Buckey 25). He continues when he says to the candy shop’s owner, Madame Zulime, “[t]hese 

French don’t teach their slaves enough respect” (25). It is Cecile that stands up and tells the two 

men, “[t]his is my grand-pere, and we are gens de couleur libre!” The grandfather explains her 

declaration, “my granddaughter is telling you, monsieur, that she, like myself, is a free person of 

color” (26). This encounter between Cecile and her Grand-pere is illustrated on the opposite 

page. On one side of the illustration stands Grand-pere and Cecile; while, on the other side, the 

illustration shows two Anglo American men standing stiffly. It is obvious by the illustration, the 

way that they are standing, the space between them, and their glaring eyes that there is no 

intimate connection between these two different groups of people. Instead, there is disdain. 

Given this encounter, it makes sense that when Cecile meets Marie-Grace she feels suspicious of 

her because like these two men, she is an Americaine.  

 When Cecile meets Marie-Grace, she thinks to herself, “she was une Americaine! Would 

she be offended to stand in the same room with a person of color, as the man in the sweet shop 

had been?” (33) While Cecile feels like she does not know how to behave, she hears her 

mother’s voice saying, “a true lady always uses her best manners” (34). While in Marie-Grace’s 

narrative she hears her father telling her that she must treat everyone as equals, Cecile, on the 

other hand, hears her mother’s gendered response that highlights “best manners” (34). Her 

mother’s response is reminiscent of the ways in which she perhaps has assimilated herself into a 

dominant culture, that is, by distinguishing herself through “civilized” and ladylike manners.  

In this version of their encounter, the two girls discuss their national differences. Marie-

Grace assumes Cecile is American and is confused by Cecile’s declaration, “I’m from New 

Orleans. […] New Orleans is different from anywhere else in America. And people from New 
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Orleans are different from anywhere else, too!” (36). The girls overlook the differences and 

proceed with getting to know one another. Like in Meet Marie-Grace, their friendship is 

solidified by their handshake and their smiling faces, which is depicted in the illustration wherein 

the girls are shown shaking hands and smiling at one another, much like the illustration in Meet 

Marie Grace. 

In their second encounter, Cecile decides that while Marie-Grace seems shy, she also has 

spirit. “We’re more alike than we are different,” she thinks to herself (44). While the recurring 

theme in Marie-Grace’s books is overcoming her shyness, the recurring theme in Cecile’s three 

books is an emphasis on finding similarities between their two different cultures. By the end of 

the series, their friendship and the ways in which they help one another through difficult times 

symbolizes their commitment and compassion toward one another. And when the Yellow Fever 

epidemic strikes and Cecile’s brother is cured by Marie Grace’s father who is a doctor, both 

families come together to share a meal in gratitude and celebration. The sharing of a meal 

symbolizes their connectedness and their commitment to one another as a unified community. 

Such a feel-good ending is a way of creating a discourse of racial harmony that erases a more 

complicated history of segregated race relations in mid-nineteenth century New Orleans. 

 

Civil War Era Addy Walker Reads the Emancipation Proclamation: The Happy Ending   

In the aforementioned books, I have focused on the discourse of racial harmony in 

interracial friendships and how this representation is not an ethical one because it potentially 

erases complicated issues of racial relations. Addy’s series, on the other hand, depicts the 

discourse of racial harmony through the happy ending of Addy’s reading of the Emancipation 

Proclamation. By way of an analysis, I return in part to the issues that Woodson’s “Who Can 
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Tell My Story?” lays bare and that is issues of authorship and authorial intention. As Ching’s 

article argues issues of power in multicultural children’s literature is dependent upon “those who 

can speak and those who are spoken about” (129).  

The series on Addy Walker has an interesting publishing history that complicates issues 

of authorial intention. When Pleasant Rowland, the founder and entrepreneur of American Girl, 

that is, before she sold it to Mattel, decided that she wanted to include an ethnic historical doll 

and a corresponding book series she called African American author and professor of creative 

writing, Connie Porter. At first, Porter had no interest in writing for children, she was already 

known as an adult novelist. A 1994 article in the Los Angeles Times, “Writer Brings Painful Part 

of Past to Life” tells the story of how Addy came to life on the written page including Porter’s 

six-figure advance and the editorial constraints that she was under including the watchful eye of 

African American historians, educators, museum directors, and filmmakers. In spite of the fact 

that the character was mapped out for her and the over-arching plotline had already been 

decided, Porter was attracted to the storyline because she “liked the approach to history that it 

was taking” (Mehren 5). She felt like the Addy series filled a gap in literary history because as 

she recalls she did not grow up with books with African Americans in them. According to the 

article, she is proud of her character and it is her devoted reading constituency that has convinced 

her that she has succeeded with Addy’s portrayal. She states, “[o]ne little black girl came 

running up to me, and she said, ‘Wow, Here I am’” (5).  

 Given this publishing history, do both Porter and AG’s editors and advisory board offer 

an ethical representation of an African American family enslaved on a Southern plantation and 

ending their freedom through the ending of the War and the Emancipation Proclamation? On the 

one hand, the series is an exceptional portrayal of racial violence and injustice during the Civil 
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War told through an insider’s perspective, as Porter brought her own life experiences through 

Addy. At the same time, the series published through the watchful eye of AG shifts into a 

cultural outsider perspective that turns racial injustice and violence into a discourse of racial 

harmony. The majority of the series depicts Addy and her family enduring racial injustice and 

violence at the hands of their White master on a Virginia Plantation; yet, by the end of the series, 

Addy is reading the Emancipation Proclamation to her church congregation. For example, the 

series shows through narrative and illustration Addy’s brother and father being sold to another 

master. The White master forces Addy to eat tobacco worms as punishment for not taking all of 

the worms off the tobacco plant. The juxtaposition of an authentic portrayal of a history of 

slavery and racial violence and injustice and Addy’s reading of the Emancipation Proclamation 

as a way to end the series creates a happy feel-good ending of racial harmony that has the effect 

of erasing the past legacy of slavery and the violence incurred during it as well as ignoring what 

is to follow which is the Jim Crow Laws and segregation. 

 

Towards Unravelling the American Girl 

The AG enterprise projects its political sense of nation and gendered belonging front and 

center. Girl, or gender performance, comes first; whereas American, national performance comes 

second. This label makes the message explicit that if young readers want to belong to the 

American Girl community, they must understand themselves through a gendered identity as well 

as a national one. Better yet, by reading these series, they become colonized into the imperialist 

discourse of AG’s version of what it means to be an American girl. Yet, we must also delve into 

the Americanness of these historical characters that AG gives to us. That is, six of these girls 

included in the series are not even American at the time that their narrative takes place. Kaya 
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who the series calls Nez Perce is set in 1764. Her character is intended as a representative of the 

Native American community, but given the atrocities of war against Nez Perce at the hands of 

Anglos and U.S. reservation policies, including Kaya as an American, is a way to revise U.S. 

history and even to create an innocent history as exemplified in Kirsten’s series and her 

relationship with Singing Bird. And to include two girls (Singing Bird and Kaya) who have been 

excluded from the rights of U.S. citizenship is a way to perpetuate historical amnesia. Felicity, 

on the other hand, is set during the Revolutionary period while the thirteen colonies were still 

under British rule. Perhaps she is better labeled as a prospective American. Josefina, the 

Hispanic girl is set in 1824, twenty-four years prior to the Treaty of Guadalupe –Hidalgo and 

eighty-eight years before New Mexico becomes a part of the union. In her series, the only time 

the word American is even utilized is when Josefina meets an Anglo American man, Patrick. 

Together, Patrick and Josefina facilitate the trading of sheep between Anglos and 

nuevomexicanos. The narrative in fact relies on the mythical story between Pocahontas and John 

Smith wherein she has symbolically become the Pocahontas figure and the Anglo American, 

Patrick is a stand-in for John Smith. Such a gesture is a way to write her and her relationship 

with an Anglo American male as an American origin story. Kirsten is the Swedish immigrant 

who comes to the Minnesota Territory identifying as Swedish, but feeling like she “belongs” to 

the American nation, that is, once she has adopted American cultural ways. Cecile and Marie-

Grace’s series is set in mid-nineteenth century New Orleans. Cecile does not identify through a 

national identity, but through a regional one. And then there is Addy, a slave who is emancipated 

through the Emancipation Proclamation who does not have the rights of U.S. citizenship until the 

13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments to the U.S. Constitution. However much we can unravel these 

girl’s identities through a lesson in U.S. history, these diverse girls from diverse places are 
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grouped together under one category of American, and as such, they “belong” to the AG 

enterprise. 
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CHAPTER FOUR. CONSUMING DESIRES: DOLLS AND DRESSES 

It should come as no surprise that the AGHC Series can be read as an advertisement for 

AG products. Better put, they can be read as a catalogue of items for sale, especially because all 

of the items discussed in the books through prose and illustration are commodities that are sold 

separately either in AG’s fifteen stores around the nation, their website, or their mail-for-order 

catalogue. In fact, conveniently placed at the end of each book in the series is a postcard that 

allows the reader to request the mail-for-order catalogue from AG’s headquarters in Middleton, 

Wisconsin. Inside the book series on Samantha Parkington, one of the first publications in the 

AGHC Series, the postcard reads, 

More to Discover! While books are the heart of the American Girls Collection, 

they are only the beginning. The stories in the collection come to life when you 

act them out with the beautiful American Girls dolls and their exquisite clothes 

and accessories. (postcard in The Samantha Story Collection) 

On the other hand, the postcard at the end of the books on Rebecca Rubin, 1914, which was 

published in 2009 reads, “Books are just the beginning…Discover dolls, clothing, furniture, and 

accessories that inspire girls to explore their own stories.” While the text on the postcard has 

shortened greatly, the message remains the same and that is, “books are just the beginning.” In 

other words, the books are where one begins to “act out” or to “explore” one’s own story with 

various products such as the “beautiful AG dolls and their exquisite clothes and accessories.” It 

is interesting to note that there is no mention of money, and certainly no mention of selling 

and/or buying. This remains implicit on the postcard’s request for a catalogue. What is implicit 

on the postcard is what becomes explicit within the AGHC Series. It is this message of 

consumerism that is at the heart of the AG enterprise. As a matter of fact, “A Peek into the Past” 
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in every series some way or another describes and illustrates consumer goods including clothes, 

household furnishings including domestic items like irons, sewing machines and, stoves. For 

example, in the series on Kirsten, this non-fiction section discusses a “new industry—the mail-

order catalogue business” that was made possible through the advent of the transcontinental 

railroad (Shaw, Kirsten 362). This historical description of the mail-order catalogue business is a 

celebration of AG and its humble beginnings as a mail-order catalogue. Given AG’s 

entrepreneurial background, the central question for this chapter is what is American Girl selling 

to American girls through their narratives? What are American girls buying? Essentially, what 

are young girls consuming through their consumption of the AGHC Series?  

Within the fictional world of the AGHC Series, consumerism and consumption are 

ubiquitous and the protagonists become models of consumerism. Throughout the entire series, 

consumerism is represented in prose and illustration through consumer objects like dolls, dresses, 

jewelry, and other accessories. It is also represented in prose through the leisure time of window-

shopping, shopping for dolls and dresses, and even through having tea at famous hotels during 

Christmas. Another representation of consumerism is through the many characters who are 

business owners and even by the protagonists who inhabit an entrepreneurial spirit. Ultimately, it 

is because of the protagonist’s relationship to consumerism that she realizes her potential and 

comes to embody certain values. By the end of the series, she believes: 

1. Consumer objects make her whole. She becomes self-realized through the 

possession of the dress and/or the doll.  

2. Relationships are more meaningful when consumer objects are part of the 

relationship. In other words, it is when she receives a doll and/or dress as a 
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gift from her mother, her aunt, or even from her friend that she feels loved, 

and understood.  

3. Depending on her class status, she must be self-sacrificing or both self-

sacrificing and resourceful in order to be deserving of consumer objects.  

Because the protagonist has integrated these values, she is portrayed as having benefitted from 

her relationship to consumerism. It is with the consumer object—the doll and/or the dress—that 

the silent girl is able to speak. Without it, she remains voiceless. Consumerism along with its 

commodities becomes the foundation for the protagonist’s identity and because of this, her 

agency is constrained.  

Above all, consumerism is represented as a positive value. For example, all of the 

characters that are engaged in acts of consumerism are represented in a positive light, 

specifically as industrious and productive members of society. Numerous adult characters are 

business owners. Felicity’s father, for example, owns a general store and his community rallies 

in support of him and his decision to not sell tea because of the taxes that England has placed 

upon it. Julie’s mother owns a store that sells trendy goods. When she attends career day at 

Julie’s school, she is considered to be the favorite career parent of the day, in part because she 

gives the students free mood rings as a way to advertise her store. Rebecca’s father owns a shoe 

store and as an immigrant, he is represented as appreciative of America’s entrepreneurial spirit. 

Yet, adult characters are not the only ones who are represented as productive business owners 

engaged in consumerist culture. The protagonists in the series are represented as industrious and 

they exhibit an entrepreneurial spirit. Addy makes puppets out of the spools that her mother has 

left over from sewing. Her spool puppets are sold to raise money for the Freedmen’s Fund, while 

Rebecca sells her trousseau filled with her own embroidery at her father’s shoe store, and 
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Depression-era Kit contributes to her family’s meager income by raising chickens and selling 

their eggs. In each of these instances, the girls are happily engaged in selling their goods. Even 

more than that, through their relationship to buying and selling, they are represented as 

productive members of their family and their nation.  

Within the narratives, there are countless images of AG consumer objects that are 

rendered in illustration and written about in prose. In these specific narrative moments, the 

protagonists are represented as happy, and the consumer object is described as “glowing” and 

“magical.” For example, the front cover of the books on the subject matter of Christmas is a 

rendering of the protagonist depicted with a big smile, wearing a dress and carrying a doll who 

wears the same dress—both of which she will receive for Christmas. Other images are of the 

protagonist cuddling her doll close, or even of her and a group of her friends sitting together each 

holding a doll in her lap. In all of these descriptions and images, the girl and her friends are 

happily holding their dolls. It is as if these descriptions of consumer objects along with the 

accompanying illustrations is AG’s way of saying, “when you own this doll and/or dress, you, 

too will be happy.” 

The series on Felicity, Josefina, and Kit are good examples of how these books offer very 

specific narrative passages and even depictions that show these protagonists in the moment of 

“discovering,” as the postcard prompts readers to do. In prose and illustration, the protagonist 

discovers a dress and a doll waiting for her in her bedroom. The consumer object is presented as 

something to be desired and the protagonist is represented as happy in relationship to the objects. 

In turn, AG’s way of selling consumer objects such as dresses and dolls to its young readers is by 

offering narrative details on how the object itself glows. In fact, most often, the narrative offers 
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in detail how the object itself glows and even illumines a room. For Felicity, this moment comes 

in Felicity’s Surprise immediately after her mother’s recovery from illness.  

When Felicity reached the door of her room, she stopped stock still. She could not 

believe her eyes. The beautiful gown was spread out on her bed, glowing in the 

light of her candle. Every stitch was perfectly finished. Was it magic?  

 Felicity touched it to be sure it was real. The blue silk was as smooth as a 

soft sigh, but it was very real.  

 How could this be? Felicity wondered. […] Then she noticed the pretty 

doll in its matching blue gown sitting upon the pillow. The doll’s eyes were 

bright, and she looked even more cheery and pleased with herself than usual. 

(Tripp, Felicity 182) 

The rhetoric utilized to describe the dress and the doll is not only positive but even more than 

that, the dress, with material “smooth as a soft sigh” and a doll whose eyes are “bright” and 

“cheery” are portrayed as highly desirable. But most of all is the psychological projection that 

takes place: the doll seems to embody the self-confidence that the protagonist needs at this 

crucial moment in the narration: “she looked even more cheery and pleased with herself than 

usual” (182).  

The description of the dress and the doll as well as the descriptions of the doll and dress 

illumining the protagonist’s bedroom are also common elements in a scene in Josefina’s 

Surprise. For example,  

[w]hen Josefina enters her illuminated room, she discovers that [s]omeone had 

laid out [her] mantilla, comb, and her best dress on top of the trunk. The pretty 

yellow dress brightened the whole room. Josefina walked toward it, then stopped, 
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stared and gasped in surprise. For there sitting on top of her yellow dress, was 

Nina!  

[…] 

 Best of all, Nina had a new yellow dress that exactly matched Josefina’s. 

It has a long skirt and long sleeves gathered in puffs up near the shoulders. Nina 

even had a tiny new mantilla like Josefina’s, and pantalettes and petticoat. (Tripp, 

Josefina 188) 

While the similarities between these two aforementioned passages are great, the latter passage is 

distinct from the former in that an entire paragraph is dedicated to the details of Nina’s dress. In 

fact, the point emphasized is that both the doll’s dress and Josefina’s dress match, even the 

mantilla that Josefina is expected to wear at church. Of course, the dress and mantilla are 

accessory options that are available for sell through all of AG’s venues.  

Another narrative advertisement occurs in the series on Kit. Because Kit and her family 

are enduring hard economic times, the narrative scene dedicated to her dress is a small departure 

from the previous ones.  

Hanging in front of the window, fluttering gently on the breeze, was a dress. It 

was simple and flowery, springy and beautiful. Kit stood-up, pulled off her too-

heavy winter clothes, and slipped the dress on. It felt so cool and light and airy, 

she felt as if she could fly. Kit smoothed the front of the dress with her hands and 

looked at the material. It was then that she realized: the dress was made out of 

chicken-feed sack. It was another one of Aunt Millie’s magical transformations. 

(Tripp, Kit 248) 
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While the first two scenes were filled with descriptions of the fine material of the dresses and the 

glowing light that highlighted the beauty of the scene, Kit’s description is a little more practical. 

Yet, the key word and/or phrase utilized in each of these three scenes are the words/phrases 

“magic” and “magical transformation.” The consumer object (dress) appears by “magic”; or, it is 

a “magical transformation.” Utilizing the word “magic” in reference to the dress and the doll 

gives these consumer objects power and the girls take on this power themselves, so much power 

that “she felt as if she could fly” (248). The implicit message of the text is clear. Consumer 

objects hold magical powers and they empower the consumers themselves, that is, little girls 

with magical powers. This implication extends itself to practically telling the protagonist, and in 

turn, young readers that when she wears the dress she will also be magically transformed into 

something beautiful and perfect and powerful, like the dress. Clearly, these narrative moments 

wherein the protagonists are delighted by the consumer objects are intended as prompts for the 

young reader to reenact this scene by obtaining for herself a doll and matching dresses for herself 

and her doll. 

While these specific dresses and dolls seem to magically appear out of nowhere, there 

remain in the series many descriptions of buying. In addition to adult characters who are business 

owners and their younger counterparts whom are entrepreneurs, the consumer act of buying is 

shown repeatedly as a positive value. The books in the series are filled with protagonists making 

trips to the store. In fact, their trips to the store and their moments in the store are presented as 

pleasurable and delightful. It is in the milliner’s shop that Felicity “discovers” the doll wearing 

the blue gown. Essentially, the word “discover” becomes an innocent way in the text to describe 

the protagonist’s potential consumer desires. At the same time, the items inside the stores are 

always presented as desirable. When Kirsten goes to Riverton with her father for their trunks, she 
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goes “[i]nside the store, [where] the delicious scents of spices, new cloth, oiled leather, and 

sausages reached Kirsten’s nose all at once” (Shaw, Kirsten 147). In this description, the store’s 

goods are there ready for Kirsten’s immediate consumption, for they reach her “nose all at once” 

(147). It is also here where Mr. Berkhoff, the owner gives her a piece of hard candy as a “little 

treat” even though it is not yet Christmas (147). It is inside the Schofield’s Toy Store that 

Samantha “discovers” the doll that she wants for Christmas. In Happy New Year, Julie! Julie and 

Ivy look at dresses in a store in Chinatown. On the opposite page, there is an image of them at 

the store looking in the mirror and holding the dresses up to themselves. That they are smiling 

expresses their delight at the possibility of owning the dress, which they eventually receive as 

gifts for helping Ivy’s family with the Chinese New Year’s celebrations. 

While the protagonists are portrayed as happy in their relationship to consumer objects, it 

is also through their consumption of the object that their respective personalities are realized. In 

fact, within the AGHC Series, the protagonists are always in the process of becoming, of 

discovering who they really are. It is within the six-book series that they become older; every 

series celebrates the girl’s tenth birthday. As a ten-year old, she is in the process of becoming a 

more responsible member of her family and she is also learning how to become a productive 

member of her nation. Alongside this process of development is AG’s implicit message that is 

that girls become “American” through consumerism, specifically through AG consumer objects. 

It is through the consumption of consumer objects, such as dresses, dolls, jewelry, and other 

accessories that girls are self-realized. Through consumerism, they become who they are meant 

to become; in other words, they develop their potential through consumerism. Better put, they 

become what AG believes they should become. Wearing a particular dress or holding a doll 
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gives girls the self-confidence to confront whatever situation she previously felt like she could 

not face.  

In the case of Felicity in Felicity’s Surprise, it is when she “discovers” the blue gown at 

the Milliner’s Shop that she is able to conceive of herself as having the ability to dance at the 

Governor’s Palace. It is when she sees the doll wearing the blue gown that she states, “[i]f I had 

a beautiful new gown I wouldn’t be nervous,” she adds, “[t]hen I would dance well. I would not 

make any mistakes. If I had a new gown, everything would be perfect” (Tripp, Felicity 151). 

During the event, she confirms what she had predicted, that with the gown everything is perfect. 

In fact, “the beautiful blue gown worked its magic. As the dance lesson went on, Felicity felt 

more and more at ease. She did not trip, or step on anyone’s toes. In fact, she “began to enjoy the 

dances” (187). With the new gown, Felicity becomes self-confident and learns to enjoy herself. 

At this point in the narrative, AG has sold to girls the notion that new dresses give you 

confidence and make you “beautiful,” as Felicity says she feels with her new gown. It is no 

happenstance that Felicity wears to the Governor’s Palace, the very dress that she saw the doll 

wearing in the Millener’s Shop. Through prose and illustration, AG has strategically advertised a 

doll with matching dresses for Felicity and her doll.  

For Josefina Montoya, it is the handmade doll, Nina, whom her deceased mother had sewn 

for her daughters to exchange on their tenth birthday that helps her find her voice and gives her 

self-confidence. When Tia Dolores tells her that she is old enough to play the role of Maria in Las 

Posadas which is “one of the most important and holy Christmas traditions,” Josefina, “with her 

heart pounding faster at the very thought” declines her Tia’s suggestion with, “Oh, I couldn’t!” 

(Tripp, Josefina 152). Following this encounter, the governor asks her to play the role of Maria. 

In response, “Josefina froze” and it is Tia Dolores who kindly declines his offer for Josefina (156). 
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It is only when Nina, the doll is handed down to her from her older sister Clara that Josefina has 

the confidence to realize her potential. On Christmas Eve, the community learns that Margarita, 

the girl who had been playing Maria has fallen ill. When Josefina hears the devastating news, her 

“heart beats fast and she asks herself a question (193). After she thought about the answer, she 

slipped one hand inside her rebozo so that it was touching Nina, Josefina used the 

other hand to tug gently on Senor Garcia’s sleeve.  

With a small, but steady voice she says, “Please Senor Garcia, may I be 

Maria?” (Tripp 194) 

At this point in the narrative, it is the doll that Josefina now has in possession that gives her “a 

small, but steady voice,” (194). Prior to this, Josefina “froze” and could not speak to the 

Governor. It is also with the doll tucked inside her rebozo that she has the self-confidence to use 

her voice and sing the last song for the celebration of Las Posadas. And because her mother 

sewed Nina, for Josefina and her sisters, the doll symbolizes a connection to their deceased 

mother. Later in this chapter, I will address how things, i.e. AG products, help grandmothers, 

mothers, daughters, and sisters foster relationships with one another.  

Not only do dolls and dresses serve in the narratives as integral to the protagonist’s self-

realization, but when she wants a doll or even a dress, the narrative constructs her as silent and 

secretive about her consumer desires. When well-to-do Samantha wants a doll, for example, she 

feels like she has to hope, or even wish for it. She reminds herself that “Grandmary didn’t even 

know she wanted this doll more than anything in the world. Grandmary couldn’t know that 

because Samantha hadn’t told her” (Adler, Schur, and Tripp 159). Although Samantha realizes 

that she has been silent about her desire for a doll, it does not change her. She still does not speak 

up. Instead, she remains in a reverie of regret. 
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[r]ight now she’s probably under some girl’s Christmas trees, wrapped in pretty 

paper and waiting to be opened. She tried to think of something else, but it was 

no use. If only I had even asked Grandmary for the doll, at least I’d have a 

chance of finding it under my tree tomorrow morning, Samantha thought. Now 

there is no chance at all. (159) 

Yet, by the end of Samantha’s Surprise, Samantha does find the desired doll wrapped-up in 

silver paper under the tree. Like Samantha, Molly wants a doll for Christmas, but she is also 

silent about her desire. She thinks to herself, “[s]he didn’t need the present she wanted more than 

anything else: a doll” (Tripp, Molly 126). Because it is wartime, she felt unable to ask for it. Yet, 

“[s]he couldn’t stop hoping that by some magic, some Christmas magic, a new doll would be 

under the tree for her on Christmas morning” (127). Like the dresses and dolls that appear by 

“magic” in Felicity, Josefina, and Kit’s bedrooms, in a similar vein, Molly is hoping for 

“Christmas magic.” In another case, Kit does not want to ask for a birthday party. When she sees 

the kind of party that she wants in the newspaper, she decides to hide the article in her drawer 

(Tripp, Kit 198). It is in conversation with her friends Stirling and Ruthie that the reader 

witnesses her need to be silent about wanting a birthday party like the one she sees in the 

newspaper. She confesses to her friends that [h]ope is always good. Afterwards, she “grinned 

and tilted her head toward the drawer where the picture of the party was hidden. “ Even,” she 

said, “if it has to be secret” (199). These three narrative moments construct the protagonists as 

silent and secretive about their desires toward consumer objects; or, in Kit’s case about wanting a 

party to celebrate her birthday. That their relationship to consuming is met with their own silence 

and that in spite of it, their desire is fulfilled, merely confirms their initial silence. Perhaps, had 

they not received the consumer object, the narrative lesson would be that they need to ask for 
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their desires. Instead, in relationship to the consumer object, they become self-realized as silent 

and secretive. In each case, the girl does not want to ask for the item that she desires. Rather, she 

hopes that it will appear by magic. AG, in effect, is teaching girls to not voice their desires. The 

paradox is that through the object of desire, the protagonist finds her voice that simply affirms 

the need for the doll and/or dress in the first place.  

In addition to realizing their potential through consumerism, the protagonists are also 

constructed in relation to consumerism as either being self-sacrificing or resourceful depending 

upon their economic status. If one is privileged, she is expected to be self-sacrificing. Those who 

are less privileged are expected to be both self-sacrificing and resourceful. Once the protagonist 

has achieved the quality expected of her, she has proven herself deserving of consumer objects. 

For example, well-to-do Felicity and Samantha are constructed as self-sacrificing whereas less 

privileged Addy and Kit are constructed as both self-sacrificing and resourceful. In Felicity’s 

Surprise: A Christmas Story, Ben, Mr. Merriman’s apprentice voices his concern for Felicity’s 

newfound love of fancy gowns. In fact, he tells her that she has “become a selfish, foolish girl” 

because now all she thinks about is “dancing at the Palace and finery” (Tripp, Felicity 162). 

Felicity does not respond to Ben; however, it prohibits her from sleeping that night. She laid 

awake thinking, “[w]as she selfish and foolish?” (164) Yet, when her mother falls gravely ill, it 

is Felicity that takes care of her mother as well as of her two younger siblings. And when her 

father rewards her with the doll that she had seen at the milliner’s shop for taking such good care 

of her mother, she is frustrated with what the doll now represents for her: “I was just as foolish as 

you,” Felicity whispered to the doll. “I thought a lot of silly things were important before Mother 

was sick. I know better now” (174). Ben’s admonishment remains with her and she realizes her 

potential and that is, she is no longer selfish as she once was, but rather she now “knows better” 
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(174). The implicit message is that Felicity knows the difference between those things that 

matter like her mother’s well-being and attending dances with new gowns. After her mother 

recovers, Felicity finds in her room, a new gown laid out on her bed along with the doll. It is 

when Ben escorts her to the dance that her readers understand that she has proven her 

deservedness. For example, when Felicity asks Ben why he even agrees to escort her to the 

dance, he replies, “I watched you take care of your mother. I saw how you cheered Nan and 

William even when all of the things you had hoped for looked impossible” (191). The message is 

clear. Because Felicity knows that her mother’s well-being is more important in life than dances 

and “finery,” she has proven herself to be deserving of her doll, her new gown, and her ability to 

attend the dance at the Governor’s Palace. Whereas Felicity’s Surprise is heavy-handed in its 

message that well-to-do girls must be self-sacrificing in order to deserve nice things, the series 

on privileged Samantha who lives in her grandmother’s estate surrounded by servants is more 

implicit. Her self-sacrifice is not as obvious as Felicity’s. In fact, because she gives her doll to 

Nellie, the child housekeeper who lives next door, the narrative could also be read as a case of 

the more fortunate ones taking care of those who are less fortunate just as is the case in Little 

Women when the March girls take their Christmas breakfast to the Hummels. Similarly, 

Samantha leaves in a basket at her next-door neighbor’s house, her favorite doll Lydia because 

Nellie had never owned a doll in her life. Although she tells her friend, Ida that her “Grandmary 

would not buy me another doll so soon [because] [s]he would probably think it was a terrible 

extravagance” (Adler, Schur, and Tripp 122). That she receives another doll for Christmas 

affirms that she is being rewarded for having sacrificed her first doll. 

On the other hand, within those narratives wherein the protagonists feel the strain of hard 

economic times, she is expected to be both self-sacrificing and resourceful in her relationship to 
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consumerism. Addy saves the little money she earns from the tips she is given for delivering 

dresses for her mother’s employer. Her hope is to save money for a much-needed lamp that will 

enable her to read at night and her mother the light she needs to sew in the evenings. When she 

sees a red scarf in the window of a shop, she decides that she will save half of her money for the 

lamp and the other half for her mother’s scarf. Addy reasons, “Momma should have something 

pretty like this, thought Addy. She work so hard. She look so beautiful in this when we go to the 

Christmas service at church” (Porter 141). Not only is Addy constructed as resourceful in how 

she earns money and saves it, but she also understands that one is rewarded with “pretty things” 

like a red scarf when one “works so hard.” In addition, it is the object: the red scarf that will 

make Momma “look so beautiful” (141). On the following page, there is a full-page image of 

Mr. Delmonte’s Secondhand Shop wherein both: seller, Mr. Delmonte and buyer, Addy are 

looking lovingly at the red scarf (142). It is as if the smiles on their faces are a confirmation that 

Addy is doing the right thing in saving money for the consumer object (142). 

Yet, resourceful Addy is also constructed as self-sacrificing. When Reverend Drake gives 

a sermon about the thousands of freedmen who need help, he specifically states that “if you can’t 

give money, give of your time.” (152) Addy takes his plea seriously when she sacrifices the 

money that she has been earning for a lamp and for her mother’s Christmas scarf. In a dramatic 

moment in the text, “[s]lowly, Addy took off her mitten. One by one, she dropped her coins into 

the box” (165). It is soon after this huge sacrifice that Addy is rewarded with a new dress for 

Christmas from Mrs. Ford, her mother’s employer. Again, resourceful Addy uses some of the 

material from the dress to sew a Christmas scarf for her mother. The message is clear and that is 

that the less- privileged girls are deserving of consumer objects as long as they are both 

resourceful and self-sacrificing.  
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In a similar vein, Kit is also constructed as resourceful and self-sacrificing. Because of 

the economic depression, her father loses his job and the family falls on hard times. Both she and 

her mother decide that they will take-in boarders as a way to make money so that they can keep 

their home. Already accustomed to sacrifice, to her friend Ruthie, Kit states, “The last thing I 

want my family to do this Christmas is to spend money on me,” Kit states (Tripp, Kit 140). “I 

don’t want dresses or outings or presents. The only thing I want is to find a way to make 

money,” she continues (140). Not only is Kit willing to sacrifice potential Christmas presents, 

but she also finds a way to help her family make money so that they can have electricity for heat 

and for the lights on the Christmas tree. In addition to helping her mother with the boarders, she, 

upon her mother’s request, helps her wealthy Uncle Hendrick with his errands. Her uncle gives 

her money so that she can take the bus to his house. Resourceful Kit saves the money by 

“walk[ing] home so that she can save the nickels to help her parents pay for the electric bill” 

(155). On her daily walks home, she endures heavy snow. And because of inclement weather, 

she is forced to spend the night at her Uncle’s house on Christmas Eve. It is these sacrifices and 

her resourcefulness that enables her to pay her parents’ electric bill so that the tree can be lit for 

Christmas (177). 

Not only do the protagonists become self-realized through consumerism, but it is also 

through consumer objects that relationships are fostered. Within the pages of the AGHC Series, 

it is objects that help the characters foster relationships and in some case, maintain connections 

with relatives who are separated by distance or even by death. In other words, the protagonist is 

taught to remember her past and honor her ancestors through the objects that have been handed 

down to her. In addition, it is through her act of receiving consumer objects that the protagonist 
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knows she is loved and understood. And finally, it is through some form of consumerism that 

mothers and fathers show pride in their children.  

In the series on Addy, there are two relationships that benefit from the gifting of objects. 

For example, Addy learns to honor her great-grandmother’s memory through a cowrie shell that 

she inherits; while her baby sister learns to love her older sister, Addy through the doll that Addy 

leaves with her. Before Addy and her mother take their trip north to freedom, her mother gives 

her the shell and tells her that it belonged to her father’s grandmother who was “stolen from 

Africa when she was no bigger than you” (Porter 40). She strings the shell onto her brother, 

Sam’s shoelace. When she puts it around her neck, she reminds Addy, 

Remember that I told you about the love you carry in your heart. It ain’t nothing 

you can touch like this shell, but when you find yourself feeling sad or scared, 

you dip into that love, Addy. It’s a well with no bottom, and it can give you 

strength and courage. (40-41) 

While her message to her daughter is meaningful, it is also a textual moment wherein the 

transference of an object is intertwined with emotion. Better put, the implicit message is that 

things remind us to feel and they keep us connected to our ancestors. After Addy’s mother puts 

the shell around her neck, “[t]hey sat in silence a long time, looking at the cowrie shell and 

thinking about someone they have never met” (41). Later in the narrative when her family had 

achieved freedom, Addy’s mother says in a soft voice, 

“[t]his shell was to remind you that we are linked to the people in our lives past 

forever. They live in our hearts. Their lives, and their strength and courage, are 

part of us even though they are gone” (356). 
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In the first textual example, the message that objects keep us connected one to another is 

implicit; however, at this point in the narrative, the implication is clear and that is, the cowrie 

shell is the very thing that is meant to remind Addy that she is linked to her ancestors. Yet, 

objects also serve to keep present relationships together, especially when there is distance 

between two people. Addy’s doll is the second object in the Addy series of books that creates a 

familial bond. In Meet Addy, Addy’s doll, Janie is introduced as the “doll she slept with every 

night” (7). Before she and her mother leave for Philadelphia, Addy chooses to leave her doll to 

Esther, who stays behind with her Auntie Lulu and Uncle Solomon. It is clear that Auntie Lulu 

hopes to keep the girls connected through the doll. The following dialogue is a good example of 

this. 

“Who did I tell you give you this doll?” Auntie Lulu asked Esther. 

“My sister,” Esther said. “She looked up at Addy, the firelight reflected in her 

brown eyes. My sister, Addy.” (346) 

It is through the doll (AG’s consumer object) that Esther knows her sister, Addy. On the opposite 

page, the image of the doll, which the reader assumes is Janie, reinforces the consumer object 

and its importance in forging and maintaining their relationship through time and distance.  

 Like Addy who forges a connection to her deceased grandmother through the cowrie 

shell, Josefina and her sisters keep their mother’s memory alive through the handmade doll, Nina 

and a silver thimble that once belonged to their mother. Their mother created a tradition of 

handing down the doll from one daughter to the next on her eighth birthday. Although when it is 

Clara’s turn to hand Nina down to Josefina, she simply says that she has forgotten to do so 

(Tripp, Josefina 146). Josefina and her sisters ask Clara about Nina’s whereabouts to which she 

defensively answers, “I told you. She’s around here somewhere. I’ll look for her when I have 
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time” (146). A hopeful Josefina decides that she will search for the missing doll. In fact, she is 

the one that first spots Nina. 

Josefina gasped in surprise and bewilderment. Clara had Nina! The doll had been 

hidden in Clara’s trunk all this time! Josefina took one step into the room, then 

stopped short when she saw Clara bury her face in Nina and sob. Clara cried as if 

her heart were broken, and she held on to Nina as if the doll where her only 

comfort in the world (71-72) 

Tia Dolores explains to Josefina that the doll is the item that helps Clara “feel close” to her 

mother. In other words, it is clear that within these two series, objects such as jewelry for Addy 

and a doll for Josefina and her sisters serve as reminders either for an ancestor, or for a deceased 

mother. Addy wears the cowrie shell as a way to honor her heritage. It serves as a reminder that 

she will attain freedom, something that her great-grandmother never achieved. The doll, on the 

other hand, symbolizes the deceased mother. After Josefina acquires the doll, on the following 

page, there is an image of a smiling Josefina cuddling the doll close to her face. The prose and 

the image illustrate how the doll is constructed as a consumer object that gives the girls access to 

their mother. For Addy, as well as for Josefina and her sisters, both items serve to keep them 

connected to the past, but also the items serve to keep that past alive in their present moment.  

 The second object in the series on Josefina that serves as a reminder of her deceased 

mother is a silver thimble that she gave to her sister, Dolores. When the sisters are charged with 

repairing the altar cloth for the celebration of Las Posadas, their Tia Dolores pulls out the silver 

thimble and explains to them, 
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[I]t makes me happy to share the thimble,” said Dolores. “When we use it, we’ll 

think of your mama with every stitch we make. Perhaps it will make her seem 

closer, not farther away. (177) 

The girls take turns wearing the silver thimble. They even make-up a game that requires the 

person who is wearing the silver thimble to share a memory about their mother. Through the 

game, the girls are confronted with memories of their mother that make them sad and even with 

those that make them happy. The narrative states, 

Just as the thimble protected Josefina and her sisters from the pain of being 

pricked by the needle, it seemed also to protect them from the pain that memories 

of Mama used to bring. (180) 

At the end of Josefina’s Surprise, we learn that Clara gives up Nina because she realizes that she 

has her mother’s gift for embroidery, but she also cherishes her mother’s silver thimble and even 

keeps it in her keepsake box. It is clear that Clara has replaced one object for another object. 

Ultimately, she hopes it will help her maintain her relationship with her deceased mother.  

In the series of books on Kirsten, the Larson’s family trunk with their personal items 

serve in the narrative to remind Kirsten and her family of their homeland, Sweden, but more 

importantly as a reminder of their family that remains in Sweden. When Kirsten and her family 

make the journey from Sweden to their Uncle Olav’s farm in the Minnesota Territory, they are 

forced to leave their trunks in a general store far away from the farm. Inside one of the trunks is 

Kirsten’s doll, Sari. Although Kirsten’s father and uncle are preparing the farm for the winter, 

Kirsten pesters her father to take time away from his work so that he can go get the trunks. She 

makes an appeal to her mother, 
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[b]ut don’t you want the shawl Mormor made for you, and our candlesticks?” 

Kirsten asked. We all need the heavy quilts and our warm clothes from winter. 

And Papa needs his hand tools, and I need Sari. Or at least, I miss her. Don’t you 

miss your things, too?” (Shaw, Kirsten 126) 

At this point in the narrative, Kirsten’s mother tells her that “people are more important than 

things” (126). Yet, Kirsten continues with her plea when she states, 

But things help me remember people, too. When I wear my sweater from 

Mormor, I can picture her knitting for me. If I could see the Christmas cloths you 

both wove for the rafters, I’d feel like she was here with us. (126) 

While the items that Kirsten mentions are handmade, the idea remains the same and that is, 

things stand-in for people and even help Kirsten “feel like she [Mormor] was here with us” 

(126). To Kirsten’s second plea, her mother responds, “You are a wise girl, Kirsten. Our things 

can have special meaning for us. They help us remember. I feel just as you do” (127). This last 

textual example is perhaps the most persuasive because it shows how the protagonist has already 

internalized a belief system that places people and things as stand-ins for one another. In fact, 

this is the first textual example wherein the protagonist is telling an adult the function of objects. 

That Kirsten is being praised for her opinion underscores the explicit message within the AGHC 

Series. Kirsten’s mother says it best, “things can have special meaning for us,” and “they help us 

remember” (127).  

 It is also through consumer objects, specifically dresses and dolls that the protagonist 

learns that she is loved, cared for, or even understood. When Felicity’s mother decides to buy the 

material to make Felicity’s gown for the dance,  
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Felicity was so full of happiness she had no room for words. She held the precious 

parcel close to her chest and smiled at her mother. I am going to have the most 

wonderful gown in all the world, she thought. Because I have the most wonderful 

mother in all the world. (Tripp, Felicity 158) 

Felicity’s thoughts, which are italicized in the book strongly, highlight the belief that 

commodities bring happiness. Another implication of this passage is the notion that it is through 

the transference of a commodity that we come to understand how much we are loved and how 

wonderful a person is based on what (consumer object) they give. Felicity’s conclusion implies 

that having the “most wonderful gown in the world” is equivalent to “having the most wonderful 

mother in all the world” (158). It is clear that within the narrative, the protagonist is constructed 

to believe that it is through the object: the wonderful gown that she comes to believe that she has 

a wonderful mother.  

 In Samantha’s case, it is not a dress that she is given, but the Nutcracker doll that her 

Uncle’s fiancée, Cornelia gives her for Christmas. One of the themes in the narrative of 

Samantha’s Surprise is about the kind of presents that one gives. According to Grandmary, 

homemade presents are the most thoughtful ones. This theme comes to bear when Cornelia 

comes to visit during Christmas. At first, Samantha is disappointed with her impending arrival 

because she feels like it is inhibiting her Christmas plans. Not only does Samantha have to miss 

her friend, Ida’s Christmas party but also she is not allowed to decorate the house for Christmas, 

nor will the cook have time to make a gingerbread house with her. Yet, she soon realizes that 

Cornelia is fun to be around. She especially appreciates it when Cornelia spots the very doll that 

she has been admiring. At first, 
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Samantha was startled. She hadn’t heard anyone coming up behind her. She 

turned to find Cornelia.  

 “And look at the tiny Nutcracker in her arms,” Cornelia exclaimed. “This 

is the most wonderful doll in the store. Don’t you think so, Samantha?”  

 “Oh yes,” Samantha agreed out loud. To herself she said, Cornelia 

understands. She knows what’s special. (Adler, Schur, and Tripp 159) 

Like Felicity’s gown that she terms “the most wonderful gown in the world,” the Nutcracker doll 

in the series on Samantha is termed as the “most wonderful doll in the store” (159). That 

Cornelia uses these words in reference to the doll leads Samantha to conclude that “Cornelia 

understands.” Even more than that, she “knows what’s special” (159). It is when Cornelia gives 

Samantha the doll for Christmas that Samantha, in turn, gives her the best present she has to 

give. In other words, that Cornelia presents Samantha with the “most wonderful doll” fosters a 

relationship that in the beginning of the narrative seemed tentative. It is as if their exchange of 

gifts is what fosters and even nurtures their relationship especially because Cornelia has proven 

that she understands what is special, perhaps even, by extension, she understands Samantha. 

Upon receiving the doll, Samantha declares, “I love her. I love her more than any other doll in 

the whole world. Thank you, Cornelia” (160). It is after this exchange that Samantha gives 

Cornelia her most cherished gift, a box with decoupage that she initially made for her Uncle 

Gard’s cufflinks. Never addressed in the narrative is the contradiction between Grandmary’s 

belief system that the best and most thoughtful gifts are homemade and the gift that Samantha 

receives is a purchased doll. Ultimately, it is through the transference of the commodity that 

Samantha and Cornelia’s relationship is solidified.  
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Not only do the protagonists within these series love their mothers and/or their aunts 

because of the consumer objects that they give them, in turn, mother and fathers are proud of 

their daughters when they participate in consumerism. For example, when Addy sews a 

Christmas scarf for her mother from material left over from her dress, a thankful mother 

responds, 

“Oh, Addy,” said Momma gently, running her hands across the plaid. “It’s 

beautiful. Ain’t we gonna look fine going to church this evening?” Momma gave 

Addy a long hug. “I’m proud of my girl!” she said. (Porter 165) 

Kit’s mother is also proud when she receives her Christmas present from Kit. In a 

response to Kit who earned money for their electric bill, her mother states, 

“Kitt Kittredge,” she said. “There never was a girl like you! Wait till I tell your 

father. He’ll be just as proud of you as I am. She threw her arms around Kit and 

hugged her close. (Tripp, Kit 163) 

Both mothers are prideful and demonstrative with their daughters and how they participate in 

consumerism. Better put, they are proud of their resourcefulness.  

In the series on Russian immigrant Rebecca Rubin, her father shows his pride when he 

learns about how she makes money at selling her embroidery at his shoe store. She wants money 

so that she can buy her own set of candlesticks for Sabbath. She reasons, if I have candlesticks 

then “I [could] light candles on Sabbos, too” (Greene 67). Her drive for earning money for 

candlesticks becomes something different. In fact, she becomes self-sacrificing when she decides 

that she wants to make money in order to help her Uncle and his family with their voyage from 

Russia to the United States. She tells her family, “and the more money I earned, the less 

important the candlesticks seemed” (68). It is then that her Papa realizes, “[s]o,” Papa said, 
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“that’s what brought on all the secret deals in the shoe store” (68). Their following conversation 

between father and daughter ensue: 

Rebecca blinked in astonishment. “You knew I was selling my things?” she 

asked. “And you aren’t angry?”  

Papa shrugged. “When your daughter is a successful American 

businesswoman, what can a father do except sit back and watch?” (68) 

Although her father shrugs, it is clear that he is proud of his daughter (68). The trousseau filled 

with her handmade embroidery symbolizes a custom of the old country that she has left behind 

her. Now she has become a “successful American businesswoman” and traded-in the old country 

for the values of her new nation. The message is explicit. To be American is equivalent to being 

an entrepreneur. Such a message even pays homage to AG’s founder Pleasant Rowland and her 

entrepreneurial spirit. That Rebecca, a Russian immigrant, has quickly learned how to become a 

“successful American businesswoman” speaks to the values that the AGHC Series purports. To 

be an American means to participate in consumerism, the act of buying and selling; specifically, 

the protagonists and in turn, their readers are being put in the position to buy AG’s version of the 

American nation which includes the values that it holds to be American. In fact, AG integrates, 

intertwines, and connects consumerism with United States national values like freedom and 

patriotism. As shown through these narratives, the protagonists participate and value every facet 

of consumerism. It is a way of life and it also becomes the way in which they display their 

American values. When Addy first enters the free North, she says, 

[i]n freedom, Miss Caroline gave them clothes. Addy loved her dress with its 

wiggle white stripes and white buttons running down the front. It was prettier than 

she had imagined when she dreamed about freedom. (Porter 58)  
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Within the narrative, the value of freedom has been transformed into the freedom to wear pretty 

dresses. Protagonists also consume the AG message that to be an American, one must buy into 

American patriotism. When Rebecca and Ana sing, “Grand Old Flag” at their school assembly, 

Rebecca holds a Russian doll in her pocket, but upon her cousin Ana’s prompting, they both hold 

up high a small American flag. Ana, a recent immigrant who is struggling with English has 

already learned that to be an American means to be patriotic to the nation. That Rebecca holds 

her Russian doll in her pocket implies that she has left the old country behind and that those 

cultural practices will remain in the private realm, whereas the public realm is for saluting the 

American flag.  

At the heart of the AGHC Series is the story of a girl at a particular time in the nation’s 

history and how she “makes a difference” in her life and in the lives of those around her. In 

essence, these narratives are about an American girl in different times in history and how within 

that time (the American Revolution, Civil War, settling of the American Frontier, Industrial Age, 

Depression, 1970s) and within her circumstance (the struggles for independence, the abolition of 

slavery, pioneering, women’s suffrage, women’s liberation) she fights for what she believes in so 

that she can become a model American. All the while, she is either wearing her “new blue 

gown,” and/or carrying her talismanic doll, which, in turn, gives her the confidence she needs to 

put her best foot forward. In essence, these protagonists have consumed the great American 

values of freedom and capitalism. Yes, they are buying American. Better put, American girls are 

buying AG’s version of what it means to be American girl. 
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CONCLUSION 

 In the course of the preceding chapters, I have offered a cultural analysis of the AGHC 

series focusing on constructions of the nation, gender, race, and consumerism. Within the series, 

nation is represented through the value of freedom. More specifically, how the protagonists in 

the series stand up for freedom i.e. independence from England (Felicity), emancipation from 

slavery (Addy), ability to possess land (Kirsten), and the option to choose a future vocation 

(Kitt). These characters achieve agency through freedom. The explicit message is that Americans 

are granted freedom because they are willing to believe in it and stand up for it. And while the 

protagonists are represented as active agents in history, in terms of gender, they are also 

constructed as biological and/or cultural reproducers (Kaya, Josefina, Samantha). Yet Julie, who 

is the daughter of a divorced mother, is represented as the daughter of the nation. As such, at 

every turn, she stands up for gender equality and dreams of becoming the first woman president 

of the United States. It is these opposing representation of girls as agents and as “surrogate 

mothers” that best exemplify narrative ambivalence.  

With regard to cultural and ethnic differences, protagonists such as Kirsten, a Swedish 

immigrant, is represented as assimilating into an American way of life, one that she believes is 

better than her native cultural ways. While Creole girl Cecile appreciates her unique cultural 

ways, her series constantly privileges homogeneity. People may be different, but that difference 

becomes erased through Cecile’s belief that even if people are different, ultimately they are the 

same. This discourse of homogeneity leads to a discourse of racial harmony, wherein interracial 

relationships are represented as harmonious. Ultimately, this representation has the effect of 

writing a nation with an innocent history and thus possibly erasing Native American genocide 

(Kirsten and Singing Bird) and slavery and racial segregation (Marie Grace and Cecile). 
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Consumerism, the act of buying and selling is at the heart of the entire AG project. To a 

large extent, the series of books I have discussed can be read as an advertisement for AG 

consumer goods, such as dolls, dresses, and accessories for dolls. In essence, protagonists are 

represented as becoming whole when they are given an AG doll and/or a dress. Such items make 

them feel confident, as in the case of Felicity, or special and loved, as in the case of Samantha.  

What the ideal reader is led to believe, thus, is that U.S. history is alive and valuable. Girls, like 

myself “can do something special for my country,” as does Julie. The nation is one of 

opportunity, regardless of gender, cultural, and ethnic differences. While these messages are 

made explicit, perhaps the even more explicit message is that the AG books and products 

connect the young reader to a vibrant community of girls and beautiful products. The young 

reader is meant to identify with a nation that is a capitalist conglomerate where exercising 

democracy means participating in consumerism. In other words, she is being taught to vote with 

her dollars for products like these that will enhance her lifestyle and self-worth.  

Or, another way of reading the AGHC series is that the U.S. nation is a welcoming one 

where our differences (cultural, ethnic) are meaningless. By constructing narratives of U.S. 

history that always end happily, the series creates a U.S. history that is triumphant and innocent. 

And while AG celebrates a girl’s agency by writing its protagonists with an active voice in 

history, even more so, the narratives construct girls as consumers who are driven by their 

consumer desires. Young readers are explicitly being told that owning AG’s dolls and dresses 

will make them feel special, loved, and confident.  

Under the guise of writing girls into history and empowering them, the series actually 

objectifies them by making them dress-up as dolls; thus, they become part of an assembly line of 

automatons that all have the same beliefs and values. For them, the nation is great, and we are 
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great for belonging to it. All the social blemishes in American history that seem to be 

acknowledged in the series are easily ameliorated through the perseverance of the heroines and 

the good will of Anglos. In the end, we can take pride and celebrate in the great place that is the 

U.S. nation.  
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